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Published by &amp; Copyright © Sudeep 2011Copyright Nagarkar All the characters in this book are fake, and There is any kind of coincidence for real people, alive or dead. Agamawind 12pt in Tpset. By Suresh Kumar Sharma in Sarashtaparajantid and Indyal Rights Are Reserved. No part of this publication can be offered, stored in a
recuse system, or any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopy, recording or otherwise, without written permission by any source.... The girl without whom my life would be without leviasand branches like a tree. Today I don't know where he is. May God bless him . For tojko pan, be it kahadko kho kokok, Yaqin's is your own son, tojami
kho. Flies Year Gojjar gaye tere Anakhun goes by me by Ankhan Del, Boss by a sand-looking by-special thanks to a dear friend Naagadaa Aaraka Pankaj. It is like this. Never in my dream... The dream I never had. Which was the ambition I never had. Yet there are some dreams . Some are making ambition their mark. The dream that
changed in desire . A wish to be a thought-in-the-way. An article is written on which an idea. A sheet of paper in which the scrates changed. A script that is now a product in your hands. I'd like to thank all the people who are true. First of all I would like to thank my love - without which it will not be possible, to help me support the most
spiritually, the most beautiful girl I have filled in my life. I'd like to thank Pankaj Gohodikar who stood by me at all stages that I was thinking Thiruoghohalli and writing this script. I still remember that we used to communicate 12 hours and sometimes much more than that. Above all I really appreciate the presence of my father Jay Ant
Nagarkar and my mother Manjunagarkar, and 'Shweta Nagarkar'-my sister. My uncle Ajay Pallimkar, my uncle Anuradha Pallimkar and last but not least my grand-grandmother. Dawalkar pallimkar Solbaha Pal. I would also like to thank my dear friends, Rohan Shinde, Hole More, Suhas, Mogdhinaak, Sher Sat, Parataxha, Tosahar
Telewang, Anupkumar Biswas D, Swapnil Andalkar, Paratak Dahala, Nalish Pawar, Varaj Bandawoodkar, Vihar Mode, Nisha Shati, Nalesh Yadav, Jesh Anraut, Anup Alg-od, Swapnil Andakar and a little more. Can go to this list. I'm sorry if I've left something. He tried to improve me in everything the way or the other. It's a tough task Me
and still they are trying their level best. A warm thanks to all the editors and the pushing team at Sarti. It was a good experience of them working with them. Oh I forgot to thank me. Without me it was just a dream. And I can't stop loving you... Why do I love you, why do I want you...? You always lived in my heart... Then why did I leave
you... I still care about you...? I'm still waiting for you...? When I know, you'll never come back... Why do I think of you...? Maybe I think you never had mine... My life is just ruining and it's all true... Wondering why I'm present... Why does my heart beat... ? When I lost my beloved, it was... More important than this bloody heart... Why am I
ready to die for you...? Why am I ready to fly for you...? When I know I can't do that... Still I wish I did something for you... Why do I love you, why do I want you...? You always live in my heart... Then why did I leave you... Now being one, I think... Why did I leave you...? Remembered... W Hi you are so stubborn, don't you understand,
you're going to end up dead. Sameer told me I was completely out of my senses. The wine was flowing in through my blood. We were sitting on a small bench where we usually hung out in the evening. You can call it your smoking lounge. Sameer was my friend for the past 6 years. An average dressing feeling, an average search person
with a speckclass, hair-kwrap, has a strange English head in which I always want to laugh. I liked him because he was sincere and as the saying goes' a friend is really a friend'. Things were changing because its voice was raised if you just want to do what you think is which, then get lost, I'm leaving. Well I answered I said it's not right but
I just don't want to face the real world. Nothing. He gave me some water and continued the argument. If I think of it, I was really taking my life to the end of the road, which was much more dark than what it appeared. No, I don't care, I don't love it. No, I don't want it back. I'm happy, I enjoy my life. Whosays breaks my heart? Am I falling for
him? Who says ? I will sleep with all the girls and I should just think of a girl when she just does not care. Gives a curse in the fox. Nevertheless, the fact was that I was folding to say to me only, as I always loved him, his business and and will do so forever. However, I still wondered if I allowed him to go... Why does anyone love a person
so much? I gave an idea for it. yet Could not find the answer. Itas is an insinew mystery. You never loved me. It was just a hoss. Thou loves me in appearance . You hurt me, my feelings and my love. You have not ignored me otherwise. Rea said this when I called him on September 10, just convincing To come back to my life and take
me out of whatever was onin my life. No, I never ignored you. Still if you think so, I'm ready to do whatever you want. You love your appearance only in Reallaithonk, I will not contact you. But you know what the truth is. I said I trust what i do to me. Which you broke very easily. Trust, heart and relationships are taheritangs that should be a
respectful one. However, you broke the trio and left me alone. Now just out the boss. My furid as rosebecame more worried for him. Well I'll never bother you but just tell me one thing, seriously you don't love me any more. I wanted to say yes to him. I miss you. I want you. I am all yours . no I do not. Now I don't care for you too. Please
leave me alone. see you! What the end is. The hos... Love... What he means. I loved it. I never did the hoss for him. Is the my meant that i felt is a hos? However, she's pretty pretty that I don't deserve to make the premium. He loved me. He did. I hope he did. Alternatively, he was not. Was it a hos? Is it all over? Was it the end of
happiness? End of friendship? End of relationship? On the other hand, maybe it was the end of life for me... At that time I decided on some strong decisions that could take my life to the final stage. Supreme Court says That Daofa 302, Saaqa Ataut, Be Hanged Till Death... Sounds crazy, i think I'm mad, but I decided with my broken heart.
The sa utautaut hung towards death. Life goes on. Bang. I say unconscious on the floor that I love you, I really love you. I never betreaediao. The situation was against me . Trust me . I'm still crazy about u. My heart still abeat the waste when I see you. No one heard me. Nobody took anything seriously apart from this for close friends.
Surely, I called out and called out that myheart had been a government... Moon is itni q, farmer wordbox se is his coq. Ajab khel khailata. Jise Nahe Saide... Dirham se Love Q. His birthday... Closed or so far October 11. The day i was very important in my life. I was waiting for so long. Everything was prepared. After all it was Riya's
birthday. As I was younger of 5months he used me a lot of offerings. You're young, follow my orders he always talk. Everything disappeared and thinking about bringing it back again, I wish I was ready for that day. Three days ago, I decided on a gift for him. Looking for a lot, finally got every innocent sweet tedi bear for rs 500 and self-
salute cards which I had forgiven me for all things. I have you Sorry for all the pain. No sooner did you go away, I realized you were my life. Please give my life back. I need it. I remember it. You, Aditya.It on the morning of October 11. I got up early I felt everyone that gov's boom. Upset, afraid, motivated, happy and nervous. All these
feelings were running from me and I was ahawk. I was constantly listening to his favorite song. See the taazi see, sonae, taazi dede by jagan, main you xandagana singte tere batana, taqamy bi haimri jan... I got my bike out of mumbai navi after hearing this. In its place. I saw my watch. It was 2:30pm. Smoking cigarettes, nervous, I was
standing in front of his apartment. One cigarette more. I saw my watch again. It was 2: 40pm. 10 cigarette overs. I saw it again and again. It was 3: 30pm. 1 cold drink and 15 cigarettes over. It was 4: 10pm 2 cold drinks and 20 cigarettes. It was 4: 40pm. I thought of giving. Sameer who was with me for two hours still encouraged me. He'd
do dude. Just wait . Why me forever. I can't speak to my love on his birthday. However, it was my fault. That was all because I took the worst decision of my life. I had a wholift all this alone. Why is anyone to blame. It was 4: 50pm. I took my mobile and his number was da'allaad. Is it ringing? Samir asked not yet. Is? Samir
WhisperSsshh... Wait, it's ringing. I could hear his hello lyrics. When Rollan hello, to the toy then I q, Satah Rehkar is also Judah, Medan kyu.... My heart increased to the heart. I heard a sound. Hello I said. Your dialed number is currently busy. What the end is. I'd throw my cell away. Why don't I? I'd like to know that he came, he came,
and he came. He called out to Samir. Yeah, he was there. Dressed in white skinny fit top, low waist edgin, erfon hanging, black bag, black eyelliner and hair loose. Hot, sexy and sexy enough to drive me crazy. I was worried how to react. I just ran away. It was a straight road with a workaround ahead to go to other apartments. I stopped
there and saw his arrival. Sameer fired his bike wearing a helmet to keep his eyes off. He came forward. My heart became a sharp, fast- hearted, He came close. I remembered a heartbeat. I wonder howa was alive. I was paralysad, what to do. She was getting into an Otorakshao. Damn, i thought, unprofitable. Suddenly my legs
answered when and I ran in his direction with a box of chocolate snares all wrapped in a hand-egg gift in the other hand, ria, wait. Auto, take me to hdfc bank. They asked the driver to wait, please. Just two minutes. Please. I'm late, please. I just want two minutes. I will not waste any more time. Okay, come up to HDFC in the rickshaw and
then go down. I sat down and. HDFC was hardly 1 km away. Better to get something than nothing. How are you? I have asked . I am enjoying my life. I knew what it meant. He just wanted to tell that he didn't care for meanymore now. They I wanted to stop me from disturbing . Oh really, what's the plan for today? I asked him that he was
fond of hearing nothing, did you? Stop me my friends. However, it was impossible. No need to tell you. Don't worry. Seriously, it was the worst answer anyone could have expected. However, I was just a helper. I would haveover then-react to the time he had thrown himself out in that moment. I've been waiting for tassommant for a long
time, I didn't want to ruin it. So, I kept mom. But my heart is foolish . Itshouted on called... Why are you so strong ? It's my birthday, and I'm going out with my friends. So please don't spoil my day. I spoiled his day? I thought I would surprise him this day in particular. However, they can never understand girls. Happy Birthday To The God
Of The Alhi Creature I Thank Him For His Wish. Go down now. We are on HDFC. He waited with the rickshaw driver and got to the ATM. I was still waiting. He came out of The Atmand worried me was still waiting there. You are still standing. Just leave , don't anger me . These gifts are for you. I was really crossed my fingers. I was not
sure if he was the wooledaccapital. Thanks, but I can't take them. I knew it. Please take them, please. No, I can't take them. I'd take these chocolates but it's not a big wrapped thing. Excuse me . Ria this is just for you. So should you throw him away ? My heart cried. It was badly broken. It was shattered. I was just a son. Anieda I needed
even more bad. My heart needs it very badly. They went. I was thinking I would be glad i saw it or I want to cry that it is a surprise to populate it or I think I am wasting Rs 500. He didn't take it too. It was not a small-timeuant. I'd get four bottles of beer for it. Why God. Why me. Drink until death (I thought). But was it really the end of life?
Nothing is permanent. Maybe I thought my love story would take a new turn and give a happy end. Or it will go to Waquris. I was really stuck. My life was in a halt. Who knows how Riya will return? I gave an idea... But why did I let him go... I always dreamed of falling in love and when I was in love, everything felt like a dream. It was a
dremoworld with no limits. I got a girl who I deserve better than her. Yet he was with me . I had his life. What happened ? Why did I do that? The dream ended in a way I never wanted. Nevertheless, the dream has hurt, because it was not real. So, it all fall in love after it's fall. I said why i actually called people to fall in love. I was run over



from inside when I got my answers and left-hourt, all the bladed alone from inside.... God's feeling.... I always love you, always will. However, I will never do the same that I will do yours I can't come back. You stop smoking too much to move on and drink in your life. I received an sms when I was just about to study my fourth 4th semester.
The result is that the book was closed again and I told Ria that I called it too much drink or smoke. However, I had no idea what it was. Finally came exam day. I studied about three chapters that measured 40 marks. I knew I would squeeze this paper badly. But fortunately for this brave . According to chapter 3, about 80marks and I was
sure about clearing the subject. I was sure to get a golden figure of 40. Now it was time to blast on the night of the big New Year. Leave all the negative coupons behind. We enjoyed friends night as if it was the last day of our lives. Had food, chicken, beer, kagaretsivarithong. I was running my bike back home in 3am. I turned off the
smoke on the high. I was just relaxing on my bike and i didn't really have senses. A stranger made me from the mushroom. I changed around. He was well built in his mid-40s. White shirt, black pants Wooden shoes... He was looking deep at my eyes. Even he was drunk. I felt, looking into his eyes. Finally, the hko was silenced. What is
your problem son? I was confused and said nothing. In love? They asked me. How did they know I was in love... I never found him. I'd never seen it before. Tell me son, I can see you're not happy. He had lost me so drunk, Kantanedwas and my mind... What was going on? I was a little surprised. If he's a friend of dad then I was going to
get the fly out of my house. I am deep in love . I answered him, so what is the problem? Does he not love you or what? Or have you never told him? Why are you coming to Diwas? Now it was too much. I really could not get answers to all these questions. Who was this man? Was I looking like Adodas? What the end. Nothing uncle. He
loves me too . However, they can't come back to me and I can't be pained now. I'm just living for my parents. You have to. They are what you care for. They are the ones who live for you. These are the onioho tasks for your future. They are the one son who will have many expectations from you. He is he who gave you his life . Tears
spread in my eyes. I knew that whatever he knew was true. I heard that whatever I realized I had not just ignored the novacoude. I am 48 years old, a Bengali, we are born prempuran. Does that born devidas mean? Then I didn't think. 3. Two deodas in the debate about the 3amdiscussing P.A. Thank God... Late night Chandrachhas were
not there. I loved a girl, maybe 100 times more than you. But today I can't go back to him even if he's Callismy. My family. I can't leave them. My son. My wife. I don't just let them alone Can. In truth I said. Look at my son, love is never wrong, but a girl can be wrong. Remember these words. What did they say now ? I ever heard it.? Love
is never wrong Be a girl. These words went directly into my heart just taking you with your life. Don't. You still have a long life before you. I got serious. Was he a man or an angel from heaven to show me the right path? Who was that? I never knew him, never saw him. Why was he showing me life when I never believed in God ? The
capital for my love rhea, which is very ganesh to the reliable Lord. But, I never did. Why, then, me? If I were in your shoes, I would have been a historian of some model. You look really charming. Very smart. Why should you ruin your life? Move ahead of my son, go ahead. This is my card. I'd be happy if I call me tomorrow. He left. I was
still standing there. He's looking to get away from me. Bring my life closer to me . Expect closer than I do. I put my bike on. Close my eyes just to get more than what happened a few minutes back. Was the girl wrong or am I wrong? The rea cannot be wrong. He's great for being wrong. He is dadiorithong for me. I didn't do anything for it. I
wished I had done something for him. I just gave the pain. How could such a beloved be wrong? I never believed it. Never will. I was wrong. It was from me. I took their cards from my pocket... Mr. Banarji-a sales manager. I reached home to relive these moments. That night and the next day, I can't sleep. I just relive the vantedto which I
went through. From the very beginning. I sat on my sofa, closed my eyes, and went back in the days after my hsc exam. Struggle to get the Ashtaar mission anywhere. Degree colleges-rat races I heard are like girls skirts to degree colleges. We just want to see what's inside it. Is the environment good? Is service good? It's like going crazy
with it. Also, once you get crazy it's hard to get out of your mind. However, after watching, you get bored within the same girl's skirt or skirt for maybe 4 years. You just want to get out of it. I also heard that 80% in engineering would be based on the final exam was not a lecture you read by The Massadand. I read some funny stuff
anywhere about engineering... A group of managers were assigned to measure the height of a flogpaoli. They attacked the challenge with steps of ladder and tape. Soon they were falling off the ladder, the steps of the tape fell-the whole thing was just a mess. An engineer came along and saw what he was trying to do, went over it, pulled
the flogpavalli out of the ground, put it flat, gave a measure of managers and went away. After the engineer was gone, another laugh changes to a manager. Not just like an engineer, we're looking for height and that gives us length. Yet my parents wanted to engineer me I was just waiting for the list that would be revealed, I prayed, I was
just nervous. I had studied hard for The hsc had achieved good scoraceta through the entire year and engineering admission process. The day came. I'm just browsing this site that's my future suite. However, the server was too slow. I failed to browse the site. I waited a few minutes and the site asked my request number. Entering your
application Nombara was afraid I would be placed in a good college in Mumbai or somewhere outside. I wanted to leave my parents and stay away from home. I clicked to get the result option. This was the tihesicraft moment I had ever seen. I was looking at my computer screen. My mother was looking at me. This look made me more
nervous. My father was out of town. I really wanted to tome it. The result was revealed. Can't have put any collymiao in? I saw my mother. I saw tears in his eyes. He went to his bedroom. I'm going to be the result of the neurthooge. I made good marks. Maybe I didn't enter his ranking properly. Maybe I did something wrong throughout the
form. I really had a good score through some college if not in Mumbai then then come out of Mumbai. I was afraid to face my mother. Yet with courage, I got to him and comforted him. The second list will still be displayed. Better luck next time. I said unto Sameer, What was the result of this? Hey, what is your result, samir, have you kept?
I was about to call you. I have placed in Euro College in Navi Mumbai. What about you? I just finished the call. I was worried. It was not right. He had made less runs than me. Yet he was Gotteharvoga . And I was not. He made me sure. He was an OBC, so he got through. Sameer Tukall a friend party as he was placed in a good college.
We had fun the whole night. Sameer meto asked the wine. However, I didn't. I really hate the bosom. I thought it was a wain of money and time. Also, I was worried about what had happened. My whole family was disturbed. Don't worry, you'll get a good college. Just relax and enjoy the moment. It's very easy to say that it's hard to keep
these things practical. I still tried to enjoy the vathaveryuni of my own. But say in my mind, I knew I didn't satisfy my parents. I did not enroll Vanto through administrative quota where donations of Rs. 2 or 3 lakh are asked. The next morning's mother gave me a letter that came from The Coreire. I opened it up and I saw my b-results,
management-steeds business. I was motivated. I was offered three colleges outside Wahectow which were in the top five. I was encouraged to tell my mother about it. As he looked at this list, he was a very cold reaction. As if they were not interested in it . I also gave the entrance test. I'm b and I did not want to. However, my part-sevar
helped me in this decision. I somehow tried to convince my parents about these founders fatsav And show them why b is better than engineering. However, they were consolidating their D-Cs. My son will be an engineer. My father was also an engineer. Maybe it was Risonthi that I wanted to do engineering. I never underunderstand what
the engineer did. I tried too much but all the anuan. No b. And that's the ultimate. The second admission list of engineering colleges was being shown today. Again, I was in front of my computer. I really wanted to get through that time. As I had no option now ofbum. I clicked on getting the result. Euro Collymia looked into my mother's
eyes. He said that in the end my son would be an engineer. It didn't really want Sometahonga. But I was happy to see my mother happy. An engineer... For an out-of-the-glass half full, it's half empty for The Narashwadi. And for an engineer that is a lot larger than that. I made up my mind that I would be an engineer. After all, the girls were
dyed towards engineers. Due to the tahriasavan, it looks good on the resume. But of course some girls are thinking of working 6 to one engineer: 30am 7:30am daily. It means no morning swell and no evening and no no more night. I wanted to have some good looking girls with nice curved letters in my class. Being in the electronics
department increased their chances of being. Obviously, more girls were branching out ineltronics than other sectors like mechanical and civil. As in computers and I.T. electronics, almost one of the girls was. However, I.T. and the computer have good curved letters and a fair skin tanilyctox. Sameer opted for civil engineering. He wanted
it. I never wanted to be engineered. I was satisfied for three reasons. First, I saw my parents happy. Second, I got to the same college where Sameer was. Third, I have a branch where girls can be expected. 4 years without girls Makilafa will be more difficult. There was no curve, no skirt, no clyaogas, no flirting impossible for me. The
colleges were to start from August 3. I wanted to make a good impact on girls from day one. I bought new sheets and T-sheets, new danims. New Woodland Shoes. Everything was for girls. Iwanted first impression to be the best. August 3RD. My college time was 10:30AM. I left my house around 9: 30am. It was raining very heavy. It was
the first day of college. It was my parents' dreams that I should study in engineering college. It was the day whose dream was true . The temperature of the look was at 11 o'clock. I was there 10:15 am. I entered the class. I had a friend from the same school. Everyone others were new to me. So, I was sitting with my school friend. College
campus was not good. The building was difficult. There were many doors. Where i was con fused from entering and getting out of where. Elders told us that we had to be I had to collect. List of names displayed The division was allotted A willcrowd gathered near Chokonti. I preferred to stay away from the crowd. I just had the at-gyrls
glancing. Girls of different sizes. Girls with tight genes. Girls with beautiful smile. They were all semidacares as they were future engineers. Everyone was busy in their world . Then a group arrived in the old people. He asked some of us to join him on the second floor. Classrooms were counted s1 S2 S3 and so on the second floor.
Similarly F1 F2 and so on the first floor. We entered S3. We had about 15 students, including 1gyl. I underthought what was going on. One of the most ragang elders came to me. He was well built to have about 6 feet and long hair up his shoulder. I was asked to stand separately in the left-hand side of the classroom. A girl was also asked
to do the same. They were wearing a red tank up and low waist eduins. Perfect curved letters. Also, a good bit. honour . I was worried that did this. Why were we made to stand separately? The rest of the students were asked to strip. The feeling of aid went from me that I was not a strip. If I needed the strip, it would be embarrassing
because I was wearing green undervir. It was the center of The Wolfadhowi. However, I was safe. I was still worried what I had to do. Def-Anatyl, no strip. I wished it was not worse than that . These students were forced to stand outside the tahe-classroom, which faced the chokhoti. All the freshrs standing in the chokhonti were able to
view this view. It was the lowest high moment. I stood the girl with me on the side. I aske him where i lived. I knew he was from Moland in central Mumbai. Moland has college and about 8 kmaway from 5 km. His name was Naa'itetha . When I was as he was afraid. Look at The Acolyd in his eyes. It was difficult to face this situation. I was
waiting for my turn. All the students left the classroom. Nikita and I were left along with Tahisanars. Finally, I was told that the girl proposed to stand with me. When I suggested , Naqita was afraid that he was kissing me . He encouraged me though. College and the first day in you, get a school from one of the most hot bombeschels.
Sounds inter-stang. He then told me with a hard sputafter Kassadhar... I was a cause for stress. Getting a snare from such a bobshell can make things worse. There is no possibility of it being close. However, I had to face it. I was planning to kiss the best of his life. Maybe a slight touch or deep passionate kiss. I got close to him and
proposed it. I love you. The old people were not satisfied . They wanted something different. So, I tried something different. I said , I want to spend my whole life with you . Will U allow meto to do this? It was rejected by the older people. I Given an idea. I remembered a message and tried to put it on the prototype... I want to ask you 1
question. can I asked Naqita. He replied, Yes you can. Well, at that time, once there were 2 birds in a house, 'I love you' and 'You love me' name. After that you 'love me' flew. So tell me who is left at home? I thought I made a big mistake of that. I just saw the elders. Everyone was watching me. Walking over me. And suddenly everyone
started laughing. I can. I was waiting to answer To Naqita. I call out to seniors i love you.... Kiss the common man. Don't waste it that has come near me. Every girl is being spelled thinking about her first kiss... Was this the first kiss? I didn't dare ask him. He came near me. I could see the fear in my eyes. Probably the first kiss. I whisper in
his ears in the sanity voice, don't worry about it, it's not a big deal, let's just itand and take it with it, I'll be good, I promise. I told him he felt a little comfortable. We will kiss both The Verithonkong which is the first. Finally having a man, I took the initiative and the lip closed it. Those eyes are close. I was watching him close eyes. I got hold of
his shoulder and his lip gave me a stake. Then I caught his face and jams my tongue on his throat. And teeth... Oh God, teeth. It was gone full power in the wasp, mouth opened in a trem. His language is rolling inside my mouth. This is my question: Phenaliyansurah. Not the first kiss for sure. Also, it was not my first kiss. Even went on
rolling with his language. It was a deeply excited kiss. I thought it was my dream. stop it. Coffee I heard someone walk. I wanted to continue kissing it. However, I had to stop. He opened his eyes. He was sharma. I think he loved it. He had a spark in his eyes. Was i in love with me or with kiss? He was just looking into my eyes. There was
a deep silence in the tahe-classroom. And he hit me suddenly. He slapped me hard. I was shocked. But I had to face it. Ialmost fell. It was a tight snare. We were asked to go. And we both left. I tried to contact him. But he ran away. She did not care to stop. Was I a bad school? He did not even look back. Was I in love? Maybe I want him
on the bed. Notalowa he was a great school. I got down to The Chokonti and warned the articles and timetable. From11am was given at 6pm at college. Hard work. Also, all five articles seemed like some drug names. I've all of them. 1. Applied mathematics. 1.2. Applied Science 1.3. BEE4. CP15. Applied mecanex. My section e-role was
not 36. As it was the first day, college started around 2pm. After lunch break. I sat on the last bench. Classrooms were arranged like a theater. Each row was in somheageth from the previous one. The last row was sitting from where every student in the classroom could be clearly seen. I was watching all the girls. There were a few good
looking girls in my class. I I To see it. Sameer was in different sections. Section B. I started talking to a man, Satangbisades. His name was Swapnil. He seemed average. Almost the same height as I was. 5feet 6inches. He looked very friendly. He also used to live near my place . Central Mumbai. The first lecture was very boring. I never
heard what the professor was teaching. He said that some wastiachang se related to the kind of production start... He had developed some block diagrams that looked strangely. He was telling us the benefits and how the bjt works. I hated everything. I wonder how Iwas was going to spend 4 years in college. After the lecture at 4pm there
were practices, 4pm to 6pm. Fly Practices. When I saw the lab, all my appreciation for college was gone, Iwas was in a state of a state after seeing. Forget about the nods, the lab was not even a fan. Seriously it was saying that it was very difficult to convince me that I would spend my days in this place. Never imagined like this. There
was a positive thing, I talk to some elders and they were all very appatam-stock, they were all saying that it was a good place for engineering. I'll enjoy my day here. He thought this college had a great alumni base and that was the biggest advantage. Now we were three friends . Not bad I thought they were good friends. I had a good time
with the first day of the trick. There were some samirs. We've got 4. Set up a group of Samir, Swapnil, Anup, and I. 10 regularly attending lectures: 30 pm at 6pm seeing the same film in a multi-plyavari. Bunking classes became a regular habit. I never underthought what his first banchersat for lectures was. There was nothing interesting in
the lecture. It was Monday morning, 1st Lekuyev that day. During the lecture was swapnil. Even I was doing the same. Supko was planning tobunk. I never thought that was possible. This first bancharis will not work with it. He looked at the professor during the lecture with great enthusiasm as if Shaqera was moving in front of his hupsan.
What was going on through The Mind of Swapnil? They were very clever in these things . After the first lecture, we had the practice. As we reached practically, he told me to send a sms to a student of every batch. Massive BUNK after break. Tell your entire batch. We informed every student in our batch. A few students were afraid of
mass bunking. They will go down their attendance and they will get less marks in term work. He was a student of The Mostaratatang of the class. Every engineering college has a few such students. I never stood what they get by moving around professors all the time. For a few signs they can do something. They warned them not to sit for
lectures. Yet I thought he would sit down for the lecture. Athad happened before. We're told it's big Bunk on and six students have sat down for the lecture. We're here Serious. We convinced everyone from our beach. There were practices. Our entire class stood outside our classroom. Whoever is comingwe we told them not to attend the
lecture. See the majority standing outside, not able to enter these 5 to 6 Stodantsvery classes. They went home. We were still standing in front of the door. We didn't want a student to sit down. There was 10 minutes left to start the lecture. We told everyone to Toliawi. About ten of us were going back to the staff room that had gone to the
second floor. The professor came and saw that the classroom was closed. He opened it. The classroom was empty. Still stood there that if someone was around, there were standing to see. About 10 minutes later, he saw some student. There was some debate. After talking to him for a few minutes, he left. We went down stairs to Ask
What the student had said. He asked everyone to tell them that tomorrow we have to assign punishment. Punishment Assignment? Asked Swapnil. Yes, we have to solve 5 problems from The Book of Kombhojkar. Forget it; they said you didn't take attendance, right? I asked him . No . We left. It was our first massive bunk of engineering.
It was fun. Mass-booking is always a challenge. It's not so easy for students to sit down and hold a lecture. These students had the same blood group of professors that I think. Their relationship cannot be broken. However, today we did it. There is a pride in us like we have our engineering degree in hand. We were telling everyone from
the other section that had organized our first massive bunk. Due to massive bunking, we were given four sinuments by each subject's professors. Sophalland I decided to write bunk classes and syllables. Anup also joined us. Rohit had already done the tattasaganmantas . We took their sinuments and left the class. I decided to call
Sameer too. I called and he also got us. They had no responsibilities though. But the bucking class was fun. We decided to sit at Erwal station. It was the best place you can play cricket, or have a naqitami with your girlfriend or even write the sins. The frequency of trains was about 2 or3 hours after one. So it was always an empty
platform. Navi Mumbai platforms are very clean. We reached the station, which was barely 5 minutes from our college. There were hardly a few people about the theplatform and a few students. The couple were had a good time. We wrote four sine-e-sinments. The writing work started. Samir bore him, for he had nothing to write. He
broke the silence . So were you interested in engineering or forced by parents? Samir said That Waspnil and Anup. I was always interested in engineering. I wanted to be an I.T. engineer. It provides you with a white colorjob I love this life. What about you? non-non- Here. Even I wanted to be a civil engineer. It offers you an opportunity to
get more from. A civil person gets the required salary as a white income but can also get many black money. Is everything money? Asked Anup. don't. But we need money for everything. Are we not ? If we need to drink water, we need money. The What-bet-iter field from engineering. Also a civil engineer. It's like the marato pe suhaaga.
Sameer Laogehedand so we did. What about you Anup? I asked what man. Why are you thinking so much. Now we're enrolled. We can no longer do the Chingithangas. Whether we like it or not we take our ass for four years. Ab Gaye la *e. sostop to prevent debate and write the assessments. Or, and Mr. Deshmukh will cut into our
pieces of cake. Ignored the unignored topic. He made me feel good. There is no less person with me. Who is forced to do this sin. I really felt that engineering at that time is like a marriage. The bachelors are passionate about doing so. Also, married personal shave yourself a few years declared herself dead. After writing the sinuments on
this platform and lunch we started to walk towards colonel-lege. Anup saw a 'Topra' near college and we asked to join him. I was unaware of him smoking . Anup, smoking killed... Swapnil said. A. But slowly. He replied. I loved his answer . The feeling of trying a smoke was growing in me. I never took it. There was Sameer . Even he was
smoking. Anup and Sameer were forcing me to try. This is dude. It is not a serious thing. You will feel like coughing at the beginning but it is normal when you use it at the time. Also, cigarettes make your brain active. You feel better than you. He ye shall not be able to do so. Anup was forced me. Finally, I resisted and asked me to buy a
cigarette. He was a gold gold job in the flake, he said, with a chaath in The Atara. He said Anup. He gave me. I took the akabarita in my hand for the first time. It was something different. Something I've never felt before. There was a taheria, smoking a cigarette with my best friend.... And five minutes later, I was blown away by good
atrengs. A cigarette is just the consumer product which is used as a directive to kill its users. And I was ready to be killed. Slow poison so why to worry. Enjoy the feeling. And I did the same. I sutratedsmokong another cigarette. The rain had increased. When we heard that the college would be closed due to heavy rains, we have
sutratedmakong projects to do. Sameer said that allows him to go to the falls at close close. And we accepted. Going by The Trenowalled is dangerous. So, we started to walk. All four of us enjoyed the rain. Sameer bought three bottles of beer We went near the falls. It was a great approach. I did the notedrink. I never tried it. Not even on
that day. I had three cigarettes with me. I had an enjoyable moment. Cigarettes in one hand Feel the rain. Feel the falls. Everyone was drunk. It got hard for me to control them. However, I really enjoyed their crazy joke. The all new Fandaskomango was a good feeling for the first time in a new place and a great time. Sameer-he had some
bad habits but he was fine. He was sincere. Such friends are the ones who are very, He helps me when needed. He has helped me many times. I loved it. Swapnil-It was the beginning of our friendship. He was Frank. He had an X element that made the hamshowbar every time. He can take girls near me, a true friend. Anup-I really didn't
understand it. We became friends but he did not come very close with us. He did not transparent with us, but still something was missing. He never came out of college with us. A lotus in the rea-clay we had made our world. World of Entertainment. World of Entertainment. I never thought an engineering college would be a lot of fun. Also
great friend. Sala thought something was missing. Girls. We started observing girls in our class. We used to sit on the last bench. So, we can see the whole class clearly. It was the first lecture of the day. Whisper swapnil in my ears. Look at the girl on the other row in a blue tshort. He looks hot. No man, he just has a beautiful face, look
under his neaclinic. We can easily pay Carom coins. You may be okay. The acknowledgement of Swapnil. What about the girl in black in the third row. How is he? Swapnil released. Not my type. let it be. Take you. We stopped the debate and started focusing on lectures. Suddenly five minutes later a girl called out the back door. Can I
come in the head? I saw it. My heart gave a beat. Was it a dream? I don't say he was more beautiful Thananagama Joly. But something hit my heart. However, some feeling went through me, who said, Isshe's looking for one. He sat in the third row. He looked after him. Met our eyes and it was as if our spirits were involved. Wecouldn't
stop looking at each other. I knew deep inside him that he was one for me. After a while, I got the surrounds and it gave me the most incredible smile. It surprises me. I've felt hownoor in my life before that I felt--I believe to love the truth. Surely, I've heard love when you call you on the phone; You feel this tangame, every time you get a
message from them, your smile and your heart is beating a thousand times a minute! Love is, when you place his hand, then knows that there is nothing better in the world, than being with it. Nothing happened like this. I think I love his look. Her clothes. His eyes. His lip. It was a hos. I wanted him. Love can't be so easy. However, it was a
bit of a hos. I What. A week passed and I still met our eyes and and He gave me a smile. My attitude in class had changed. I wanted more in his attention. Changed my dressing style. I'm smart. I just wanted to talk to him. But was scared. It was not difficult to talk to him but what happened later on the first day, it was not even normal. I
knew he kept an eye on me. I knew that in the heart of heart he liked me too. But I was scared. It was the first time it was going on. I had manyirlfriends before. But it was different. It was like rain in the summer. It was like Shanangsan in the clouds. This computer was a practice. CP 1. We entered the lab. I sat on the computer in the right-
hand. Except me wasatang swapnil. He entered the lab. Looks great. Red top and low waist dark blue genes. It was somewhat transparent on top of it and its slack shape dwelled me. It made me nervous. He's other than Swapnil. We were asked to write the experience from manual. Swapnil was looking atmy nervous face. I was looking
at it. And I knew they were doing the same. There is a lot between us. I looked closely at my lip. They were soft. I just love them. Was I falling him? Swapnil exchanged a few words with him. Then he was jealous of Galilee and I. These things have a rapid pace . I still didn't know the girl's name and she's known her name for the last few
years as if she was talking to her. He was answering it. I even wanted to get involved in the conversation. But something stopped me. I never knew what was something? Was it love? Ms. May started calling the name for attendance. I got the opportunity to know his name. I'm a howittold later. I was watching him carefully and the teacher.
No 33. D.V. I remembered his name though. I cursed me. He answered her name immediately. His voice goes mad materially. And in the process I remembered his name. We left the lab and I did it to the anome. He said... Ria... Ria and Udte... Made for each other? This started talking to him regularly or through sms. Still, I never talk to
him. Also Anup Sutratedtalkong. The Mecinex assignment was given to us. When we were going home after college I assigned me to give an Xa x. He didn't, nor anup. Swapnil asked Rheaohow was always with us. He had it. Finally, he broke the long silence between us. I have not written a question. The rest is complete. He said to me. I
was empty. I was not able to respond too. I was just watching his lip move. He was walking around on me. My heart is controlled when I saw this beautiful smile, that spread across his face. His eyes are deeptan . Hello, is that okay? I have not written the last question. He said again, of course, the problem ok.no him. Give me my number,
if I have no doubt, I'll call you. Finally. It's crazy. I He said unto him , What doubts will I have? But my heart said this. And I � Okay. Take it. 9320... i left. I really started to love it. I was constantly thinking about it. A sense of love. Ing the feeling of romantic. The feeling of being together. It was my mind Abibhut. I loved it. I'm Realledad. I
believe it was love. I love him why I tried to ask him. Was it in his hips? Or the port in his lip, perhaps love in his eyes. Or it could be the leak of his skin, the silk in his hair. It can also pass in his walk; In this matter , Mithas loved me . The day I fell into his network, I was lost. I finished the assignment. I was hanging out on the assignment in
his name. I was crazy in love. A sweet sms asyar said to push it in your cell. I got a smstow hard stuff to say in life: 1. Unknown2 is who someone hello. Be good to God from the one who loves you the most . good night. After 15 minutes I got an sms. I opened my inbox. It said its smsSms just good night. sweet dreams. I was motivated.
But I didn't answer. I was disappointed for him that he did not want to show up. Even he did not respond. I wanted him to text me . But he didn't. I checked my mobile every 10 or 15minutes. Butit did not reveal anything. Every incoming sms or call seemed to be his call or SMS. That never hopapandhat at night . Is this love? I thought. I
placed the cell under my taqa to feel its smscame so the coupon. Yet he did not respond. I felt like I had answered before. It was too late to answer now. I cursed and got me asleep. The sudden lecture seemed interesting. I was sitting for the lecture. Not because I started to love Ganerang, but that's why I loved him. He used to see me
during the way the lecture. The way he likes me to point out this give me a wicked smile. The canton became a regular hang. He used me for satbisadi in the canton. We started regular lying chat through sms. We started to call each other every day. We started sharing our meals daily. It was all worlds changed with each other. I love
every moment of it. Suddenly I started to like college. When he hates engineering, we are quick lying with each other. It brought us closer. The addition sinuments. I was in the assignment of writing the station along with Swapnil. Rea called me. We include her age. She reached the station within 15 minutes. They lived in Erwal
themselves . So stataunwas near his apartment. I liked him that the swapnil was a canaana. I wanted to communicate with all these thingswith. But he was always busy in his lecture . He barely bunked any lecture as we ended our sins aboutto our body language And looked into our conversation. He knew we were more than friends.
However, we never told each other. Do you have a lover? Asked Swapnil, Ria and I was shocked. I saw him with anger . I have not replied to The Raayalokad and. I am He gave me a big smile after saying this. I did not react. We started to walk to college. Got a call from his father swapnil. His father wanted him to have his office cometa.
Some personal work that Swapnil did not tell us. He left Midway . It made me a bit nervous. As we were alone when I never talk to him. Maladiet, we could not find any time for ourselves. We were always with Anup or Swapnil. Sameer barely came with us. It was the forastamy we were spending time alone. We decided to bunk the lecture.
We decided to go to my college in Ristandantanyar. I wanted to tell him a few things. We ordered some snacks. Sweet kachuri was his favorite. He gave the same command. Milao bhaji was myfavourite... Ria have you ever fall in love? I have made all my bravery symmonoang. No you never liked anyone I liked a lot. But I have not loved
anyone . Maybe I didn't find anyone who could be perfect for me. What's you about? Yeah, I was in a year or so. Actually, it was during my junior college days. I know the beast sit up. Was it love or something? But when we had a break for a few days I was hurt. So what are you on it now? Or yet... He asked me I'm out of it. My friends
were helpful. He helped me a lot. Well, you don't worry now, I'm with you. They did not mean it? She loved me? Does he really say it or did I think he was? I got con-fused. I wanted to ask him what he meant. What would they think? Will he be okay with him? These thoughts were running through my mind. Finally, I asked him. what is
that? What did you mean? Do you mean you're with me? I asked nothing, just as a friend I'm always with you. What did you think? I thought you meant more than a friend. Are you sure you mean this? Yes. Sure. Now go on. I knew what he meant. I just gave me the opportunity. I tried to break the boundaries. I do not think so. If you want
to help me then you will have to take care of me like a little child. What do they say ? I had answered. you are crazy? Your wife is not. so what. You can take care of me. You can't. And wow, it's a good word. From now on you will call my wife. Oh no. Please no. I want to take care of you but i don't call me wife. Please. He didn't completely
reject it. I'm sure he liked me. I continued to molest him. I'll call you my wife. Also, you have to take care of me. Like a little kid. Like your swetchata. Is that okay? Whatever you want. He's this. We left for our related homes and had the best time till date. He had the best time at my age even to me that he ever did. He satisfied me. He
loved me more. Before I got to sleep I sent him a long sms... Hey dear, oosaori, my dear wife, this was the best day I've ever seen in my life. Talk to Complete me. Being with you makes me comfortable. Looking into my eyes makes me pomegranate-gatek. I don't know how you're feeling. However, I am still missing my sweet kachuri. My
diarist-fand. Thanks a lot for spending such a quality time with a person like me who is also a dissavarivar. thanks a lot. You remember, my wife. take care. good night. see you tomorrow. There was a quick answer. Good night my bakaha. My husband. ha ha... Tc. Good night. And do not take these things seriously . I loved the first part of
sms. It really makes me realize that someone really cares for me. I am very so somucholy. I showed a lot of love and love. I was in the dark. But that's why hell has toorated the next part. Girls will be girls. He will never show what is going on in his mind. However, they don't know we're more clever than the boys they are. I knew he loved
me. But i didn't have to tell you. We were being close to each other. He never revealed that he loved me. I used to give hints that were done by saying some things that i loved him. No reaction from him though. I started to call my wife every day. He loved it. We gathered along with him as king began to lecture, manywhite ups were
pending. Swapnil, and Rhea have helped me in writing experiments a lot because we are varagalgang behind in every writing up. Once we were sitting in the hall. I was talking on mobile and Rea was writing my experience. The titheshit was she fell . And he swayed to take it. She was wearing a red top and light blue jeansthat which had
appeared to make her look more and more. She swayed her top down as the top shifted to reveal her back. Itwas very erotic, erotic. My eyes spread on him. I wanted to touch him. I stood back and saw it but purposed. There was still a little look behind it. I wanted to feel it. I wanted to move my finger on it. I wanted the next bed right
there. However, he did not agree nor had a bed. I went close to passed back. I could feel the smell of his body. I can feel the heat of his body. I wanted to kiss her neck. I went very close. I wanted to . But I wanted it to be special. She was my love . I wantedto spend my whole life with him. I wanted it to be my wife . I wanted him to take
care of me . He saw me. He was surprised to see me so close to him. I am almost whispering in his ears. You have been moved over. Before adjusting it, I shaved it on top and adjust it. It was the first time I had to have it shaved. My heart was beating at extraordinary speed. He said no matter, as he was not alone. His blush ingude made
me mad. he's perfect I loved too much. He was great for me. Started in practice at 2pm. Applied mecanex. It was held in a small classroom. I sat down with Riya. The Minister explained to us something about the trusts. I was not interested in trusts. I was interested And curved letters. I sat with my love. My wife. I asked him . When did we
get married? Do you remember? And the judge . We are in a process. I loved when he called me qazi. He gave me a feeling that he loved me more than what. I'm Reallywashad. so what. As if, you are learning something productivity or as if, you are interested in learning tosimecanaex. Bill shit they are. Qazi, it is a difficult subject. We will
not be able to clarify that we read leave this dude; I've joined classes on Saturdays. Why worry. I will give you a lesson. Okay. What do you want to ask? They answered you got married when you remember? Funny, we're not married. We are just friends. What a man, you always ignore. let it be. Focus on mecanex. He gave me a sweet
smile after the debate, who said it all. Maybe he loved me was scared of the caption. I wanted to find the reason. However, I can't. I always wanted to tell him how much I liked him. I always want to tell him i'll keep him tight whenever he bothers. I always wanted to hang out with him. Play with her hair. Pick this up, with him this indoristly
pedily. Put his hands and run. Just grab his hand and kiss him. Give it to its pyg-glybak krides, push it on the swaying. Tell him he looked beautiful. When he was a dissonant, I wanted to be on the phone with him, even if he was not saying anything. I wanted to see in his eyes and smile. Take her kiss on her forehand. I wanted to kiss him
in the rain. I wanted to tell all these things. We started to appreciate each other in every possible way. He appreciated my dresangaf which I saw good. I did the same . I always used to tell her that she looked pretty in red black. They often use these colors to wear. He liked blue and black on me. Never even green. These were the sweet
moments we had joined . Sameer was withdrawn by Swapnil, Anup. And i saved him from him . However, Riya and I were always in our dream world. Talking about marriage, each other climbed. It was fun. He didn't take it seriously. I always did. But never told him. All my friends made us climb. He made us call for another couple. It was
either never saravosatom by them. I was living in the best days of my life. Day, which will be remembered for a long time. I started to like engineering in action. We decided to bunk college and just hang in the canton. Actually we were not in a mood to lecture and sattifa. Sameer also contacted us. We ordered cool drinks and snacks. Riya
orange and yellow savar kaams seemed to have a very beautiful day... It looked pretty on it. They looked like a perfuctopha . Play games. Sameer said, What is the game? Are you crazy to play games in the canton? I answered . Truth or courage . What he says he asked us all. We all looked at each other and agreed Run.
Samirstatoreted is telling us the principles of the game. It was something different. Whoever gets true will konfacesomethong in his way of life. Also, anyone who ever gets the courage will have to write all the assaganamantsandexperiments of your will. Not only his responsibilities, but for all of us. It seemed interesting to me. I had already
decided what I would do if it was true for me. I wish it was not courage. It's been a tough week at The Wolfedhowi, writing all the sins. Samir Riya said, Turn the bottle around. Samir did it. Round and round. I wanted it to be me. I wanted to do something different. I was also on the list for FM at the same time. And I'd have to pay it to
whatever song it decided to play. The bottle stopped in the samir. We all decided to give him courage so that he would write to us all assignment supplasts. The majority of electronics suffered by the citizen. He agreed. Maladiet had to be accepted. It was hase-oli. Next time the bottle stopped in rea. I gave her the truth. Now it was the turn
to confess. I was waiting for him to say something that could take our relationship from the next level. I have nothing to confess. Still let me tell you something. I'm actually from BWesternMaobama Vli. I taught me there. I moved here because of my father's business in Navi Mumbai. Aerol.It i find it difficult to solve here that there was a
different life. I had to change the path of Dressangheri. I also have a little brother named Ami. I call him Bakhaha , that is my life . My parents have tellily that I have to see later after their education. Moreover, I am very open about Shah Rokhakhan. I love him so much. If someone says anything about it, it would make me mad . He saw us.
We appreciated it. I really started to respect it. No because he loved Shah Rukh Khan but he loved his brother so much. He was perfect. She was my wife. I said tomyself. This time the bottle closed on me. Gave me the truth. I decided what I would do. I just put on the myopoonas. I was 2300 Nokia Mobile. I changed the radio. Search all
channels for one. And I found the song that could be dedicated to him . I'm a song to ria. Especially for Ria... Everyone started with and aaa and rhea this. I started to sing the song... I'm not a man. Say say, Tamy. This se Q i say, Sadayo. He said, I'm aaka. Majko tu own... Jayes' Jaye... Wah. He was the best smile ever. And all the loud
esti... So sweet. you are my best friend. Thank you very much. Riya was very happy . I wanted how much I loved him. I patiently need a shoulder to listen to Tommy's personal problems, but to do the taqah. I wanted her to realize that she was just a girl who motivated me And was disturbing. Wehana was with him, I felt like I was out of
control! Was! I was with him, I felt no fear, not even one. I'm falling for it in the ointt. Are you in love with him? When we went to order a sandwich, swapnil asked me yes, I'm in love with it. I'm crazy about it, I replied. Go again and say to him. I think he loves you too. I was watching the reaction to it when you had to sing. Maybe he loves
me. However, I'm not sure. Allows viewing. We had snacks. Riya was a sharma all the time. This was the first time I saw his glow so much. If Acolyde is just a wish, I want to get up every day, with the heat of my lip on my fingers, his finger contact on my skin, and his feeling of heart beating with me... I was deep in love. This feeling never
came with anyone. And I was sure it would not come with anyone in the future. I wanted to tell him I love you Ria... November 10th The prelam examination started. The first paper chemistry was applicable. I was empty. I am also unaware of the curriculum. The role of Riya was 33 and mine was 36. He got a seat in front of me. Four
students in each row were treminated. I didn't know a word. The proof-of-fattar began distributing papers. I requested Riya to show me whatever i was writing. I just wanted to write something on the insorpopper. I was looking at the question paper. There were five questions of 10 marks each. I had seangthhi questions for the first time. I
was not surprised. I had never studied before. Rea wrote . Iwas had to show me the passover in his ears. After writing a page, he approves me on Papperto. I started copying what I had written. He answered two questions. I gave this novel a while later. The proofs and the people never saw these things. I just checked what I wrote. I didn't
understand anything. I just left. I was leaving in 20 to 25minutes as everyone started smiling. I went out of college to the chacha totara. I was lighting up cigarettes and thinking about rea. We were known to each other for just a couple of weeks and they already had to completely own and completely. I also did not want to think about being
with anyone other. I thought I could keep myself busy, Iwould be iwould, but I can't forget and I'm not well. I am very abeyabhut by my feelings for it. I always listen to his voice. I always need to feel his touch. I was madly in love with him. I wanted to tell har that he had everything for me. He was one for me. I just can't imagine it with The
Inonily. I was being a dakhel. However, did they think that way? So he loves someone other? No, he didn't love any oneshe that day. But if he was lying. No, they won't lie; I love him I could see that. I can feel his love for me. But was this true love? What was this? I had to know everything. I could not wait that way. Did he reject me ? Was
he not so Anything out of the ship, buddy? All the thoughts were going on in my mind. I left Totra and started moving towards college. I wanted all the way. I love you Ria. I can't imagine my life without you. I love you so much 14 November-one day saturday evening to remember I just had to get out. Game games on my computer. I log in
on gmailchat. Riya was online. Me: Hello, what's going on? Ria: The highlight was not just mail checking. Me: Important mail? Ria: No dude, just not comfortable and calm. Me: What's with my wife? How was his day? Riya: Did the wife again, I'm not your wife. Me: You are my wife. See the talygobeandsleep. Ria: Tell me one thing
seriously, do you? Me: Harry. I'll be treaad: Do you just joke or are you serious? Me: What, my wife about the thing? Ria: (of course). Me: What do you think? Will I joke or am I serious? Ria: I think you're making fun. It seems. Me: Shall I tell you clearly? Riya: Yeah, I want to know what's in your mind. Me: Okay, I'm serious. You're my wife.
Ria: Joke? Me: No, I'm too serious. Ria: I don't think so, bye by any way. I have to go. Me: What is this now? Why are you leaving ? You are subject??? Ignoring Ria: I have to leave. My husband is sorry... sms.bye.It chat with you on the occasion made me very angry. Why did he always avoid this topic? Why do these girls like to hurry us
up. Why can't he be straight? I took my cell and sent him a text. Dear, I am serious and I will tell you what I want to say to everyone. I hope you don't give medown. Monday I'll tell you something that my heart says. Is that okay? 1 message received That's okay. I'll have you called it. He was just in. He was coming from his class. I asked
him if he was not serious, or he was taking it lightly. Qazi is very serious. I will not leave you. They say what you want to say. Even I'm serious. You're sure, pka? It would be embarrassing for me if you... Don't worry about my husband. I will not leave you. Do whatever you want. Are you sure I can do whatever I want in the public? I started
to tremage. Put the phone under God, wicked. He hung up. I gave this case an idea. Was she serious? I was seriously going to propose it on Monday. He said he'd say yes. It was a strange feeling. Panic, excitement, fear each other. I hope he loved it was the beginning of my relationship...? What if they came to know about my past
relationships? Will he accept me ? I wantedto tell him I had relationships in the past. I wanted to tell her that I was not the first girl in my life. Yet, he's in my life The girl will be. I was really surprised by its beauty. The way is used to talk to me. The way he cares for me. The way he made me eat in the break. He used to send me a good
good-sms. The way we did during the nights we had to talk. Orithangwas special. I Love it and appreciate it more than my life. I just thought about molesting him. It was already 11pm. But I still made the pyaming at his age. Are your legs tired? He replied: Why? Because the whole day you were running through my mind. Are you not tired?
From here... And go to sleep. miss you. Care.gn.sd take it. He loved me. He definitely did. I wanted him to be with me forever . He was creating magic in my life. Life had changed. I was more responsible. I called Samir and Swapnil in the morning. I asked them to meet them immediately. I had a lot of much much to tell them whatever had
happened. Whatever messages Riya and I shared with each other. When I told them about every sms after i met them, they were not surprised. He knew the tahaswas bound. So you're serious about it Swapnil asked me. Yeah, this time I'm serious. trust me. I want to marry him. Did you say to him about your previous relationship?
Sameer added. No man, I'll tell myself after their terms expire on Tuesday. Qazi she is a very cute girl. I don't want any excuse selater. Are you serious about it? I treated the same as my sister. Your intentions are just to sleep with him so I will kill you. Their voice was raised . I am a really serious man. Please don't take me wrong. I don't
have any bad feelings about it. I really love it. I just think all of it time. It never happened before. If it was a hoss, I thought about it when I was a naniyi, I would have it about The Wolfdhowi. However, this is not the case. I want it to be my wife . Someone trusts me. They both looked at each other and finally smiled and said, So what is the
plan for tomorrow? I just didn't think about it. I know I want to be special on November 14. I want barimbarad for my whole life. I want to show it I can really keep it happy. If something loves Onicouald more than that, then he will be the person who can write his name on the sun with snow. He'll be the only one who can love him more than
me. Have you asked him about your past? Samir asked no one I have, but he said during the game in the canton that he doesn't love anyone. So I asked him to do the notice. Shankar it was just a game. Maybe he also had a relationship before. Oh stop. This cannot happen. I know he's beautiful. He's hot. But he won't look like a lie. I trust
him . Weall left after that. By then we had smoke about 10 cigarettes. November 14–That day, which was being remembered forever. Day, I'll get mylove. Day, which will bring sunshine to my life. I will not be the same judge now. I'm a bechotted. I have a That would be a busy process for me. She was the girl next door. Oriboy would like a
girlfriend like this. Every man would want a wife like him. However, I was lokioni. God had all the joy rain Me. It never rained in November. But today's life is me from rain to vooldmaka. Every monkey will give my life a new face . I really thanked God thatI decided to do engineering. Otherwise I will not meet Riya. 1 message received. It
was Riya. When the adhesion unki yaad comes, in the heart leads me to it, Itni Kiobsoorth is unki anki ankian, jhuk by the non-eye view. I'm waiting to hear what you're thinking right now. Meet you in college. I answered... I'm waiting to answer you... He replied. What are you wearing? Wear green, it's appropriate to you. What should I
wear? I answered... Wear any loved one, you look beautiful in any color. The best possible messages in this moment. This means that he loved me too. He did. I wear a green shirt and left for college. On the way, I usedfor an ice spray and ribbon spray for birthday parties. I also bought a red rose. We had math paper at 11am. I was
standing on the third floor. I saw him enter college. My heart gave a beat. He looked amazing. I did it too much. The paper started. I left the classroom in 15 minutes and asked Ria and Swapnil to leave. Ihad was told to put his mobile on it as soon as He could leave the paper as The Kaallaham vibrator mode. He also got along with us .
Within 10 minutes, we were at the entrance of our college. I told everyone we were going to the garden behind our college. Rea refused to come there . He's afraid he was going to reject the proposal. Swapnil convinced him. They both shared a healthy re-latownshop. He agreed and I asked Swapnil and Rhea to go beyond him. I
explained to Sameer what my plan is and cited on spray for it. I went ahead and waited for Samir to ask Swapnil what he had what it was of the project. Riya and I went ahead . We reached the garden. I can feel a sense of fear in Riya's eyes. Every girl has this fear. Even I was a little nervous. What do you want to say? Why did you get
me here? Riya asked me if he was not being convowhatted . You know why you're here. Are you not ? Yes I know it. But I want to hear from you . I had a rose on one side, had hidden it from it. He had a wicked look in his eyes. My heart was beating continuously. I never had this feeling before. Should I go ahead and plan what was the
whatiora or should I keep it easy? However, I wanted this moment to be special. Not easy. I looked into his eyes. He said the same . They also wanted this moment to be special. Every girl wantist should recommend this in the best way this man can. Riya was not different. I decided to make itspecial. Ready? I asked him . Yeah, go. He
replied. and start the special moment I told him to close my eyes. They were afraid to do so . I asked him to trust me. He closed his eyes. Iapsafar and Samir gave a look at. They were ready with what it was What. Even I was ready. I bended down on my knees, put a rose in my hand and said... you are my best friend. It's hard to get a
friend like you. Surely, I'm impossible to have a life partner like you for a personal... He opened his eyes and looked at me. Really, I'm not entitled to a girl like you, I'm one, I have the worst picture, but still I want to change. I want to improve. I want a girl who can make me better. And that's my daughter-in-all. I know you are only unsleep,
so i have everything. So love my life . I love you Bibi. And every time I see you, I just want to hug you and don't let you go. So it is special for me. You complete me. I'd like you to be a NewUrlian alone in this relationship. love you. Do you want to be my beloved ? There were tears in his eyes. Tears of joy. He just swayed and said... I love
my daughter- in-house. You have a lot of love. Thanks for this moment. He accepted the rose. I stood up and we hugged each other. As we hugged each other, Samirstatoid snow sprayed and blown up ribbon spray swill. Ice and ribbon snow were more than our bodies. He was abeyad with whatever I had done for him. We have
embraced each other somewhat . Going into each other's eyes. His eyes asked me if I would be with him forever. My eyes are repedidto from him that I always have the same &amp;... We left the garden, holding hands, looking into each other's eyes. It was so beautiful. A new life began. I succeeded in making this moment memorable for
my life. I tried hard to control my emotions, but was falling for its depth with every day passing. I tried to love him. I tried to convince my heart that he was just a friend. But it was a lie. Deep Ansadaya had fell in love. I tried to avoid looking into his eyes. But I could not. A simple look was converted into a glimpse. Yet I was the journalists
that I didn't care about. However, today I am with him. I am with my love. I hope it's not a dream. I wanted someone to drink me. I hope everything was real. I wanted to see the whole world that I was in love with. I called him soon after I got home. What is my daughter doing? I asked him . I'm making tea for my mother. Then I have to go to
general stores. And later I have to be able to feed mybrother. Yaohea, pack schedule. Good. What about your husband? Even come home I want to make tea made by you. My mother will give you tea. Also, sweets. All his sons will come home for the first time in law. let it be. Better, I live at home. You work. miss you. I want to give you a
tight hug, you made your day special. I have my I saved him. Thanks for everything. It was the best. I can't get a better life partner than you. Even I'm doing you very little. You just want to hug me. I feel like touching you, touching your urhair. You are tight embraced. Romantic was in my mind and I said. You are very much I'm not talking
about this topic. Love you bakhaha. miss you. Now I'll put it on the phone? I have so many things. Okay keep it. see you. I remember. I got into my bedroom and comfortable on my bed. I wanted him with me. I was thinking about it as I could not sleep. This kind of love was new to me. It was true love . It is a material full of stomach
butterflies. I loved him so much. It was a special night. I wanted to be with him. I was experiencing the first love feeling. I was remarkable for sleeping. I was not able to focus on anything. Whenever I closed my eyes all the momants-fhashad before me. I was proud of myself for recommending it in a certain way. I had suggested many
myfriends. But I'd never seen anyone do that. I can assure that if someone has been to Warungbetween in the future, we both do not forget this moment. It was extraordinary. It was unique. We did not find time for hanging out anywhere, but as well as his handsand had a little time with him watching on, it was special to hang out on it.
Today I realized what love was, why people say falling in love is always amazing. I was feeling it today. You can get everything in your life, money, status, power, but it can't control the joy of what you loved. November 16th The conditions of the maa'a have expired. We decided to go somewhere out. It was our first date. We did not pull for
it. We decided to go to a shopping mall. RMALL. We left college as soon as we last paper Fanashadover. We were waiting for a train at Erwal station. There were swapnil and samir at this station. How to change friends when they get a girlfriend. Swapnil said to Samir Jokongal. Oh, and after that, Shankar has not changed. I asked him to
leave immediately after the paper. Rea replied. Now you take it to him. Very good . Stop this dude, Swapnil. We're going to have a mall. The train came and we left. Ria was not used for travel training. He stood close to me and held firmly with me. I loved it. I loved the smell of his body. I was showing posters on this train which found the
names of the stations of the central railway. It gave me a confused look. He used to give this lukoftin. It used to make me smile. His innocence was seen . He didn't care about the world. Allshe had to take care of me. I felt this special in my life. We had to take over another train to our distana. He didn't like trains. I can see it in my eyes.
Bakaha 5 minutes and we'll reach him he came near me. It's the light. We came from the rickshaw. He was really disappointed by the crowd too much. Now leave it, we are about to reach it. We reached Moland . It was a crowded station. We're up to the mall Got a rickshaw for. We were car-ring a folder in our hands which had all the
sinuments and experiences. I put him behind the seat in the rickshaw. As the rickshaw passed, I came closer. I put my hand on his shoulder. He is this . Love you. Love you too. I've always wanted to hear it. He made me realize it was not a dream. I got close to it. There was hardly any distance between our lip. We were both hanging out
on each other. There was silence . A sense of fear. A sense of love. His eyes did a lot of talk. He told me how somuch I was. He has the same whisper in my ears and closed his eyes. I just can't imagine. I saw when he entered the classroom. I talk to him. I am a filtered with him. I take care of him. I proposed it. I was in a rickshaw with her
soclast in 2 days now after I proposed that it was moved so fast because I had been to one by her. I was about to kiss him. Kiss in his people. Who cares? We'd love each other so we never saw what was around us. We were deep in love. His eyes were closed. I went close to it. I remembered Naqita... Will he be a better school than



Naqita? Naqita was hot. Can be experienced. Even if Riya is a former Perenkad? I did not care. I loved it. However, he never told me about his first relationship. My hand was gently relaxing on this neck, while my finger gently took off his neck. She breathe too much but I was nervous. As I was listening to his breath, his hands would be
uncensored to move forward with my back. I felt his movement of the resin. I started inches towards it. Myheart started beating fast, and got closer, became more nervous. My hand moved around his neck and the back of his hair. As I reached it, I could hear my heart beat echo ingesting The Taervoghowtmi head. I supported and came to
rest on my rector. I was disappointed with myself, but shetornad towards her head, softly enkasaing my bottom lip. My fear was immediately excluded and I kissed, smiling between each productkasis and led the most romantic hug with both of us. We met our lip. Our first kiss is that until we reached the mall. It was out of the world. I was
afwaal to compare it with someone. It was almost nerve-free. Please never leave me. I fear Riya that I can leave him . No one in my life will leave you. I can't live without you now. I can't find any better than you. I don't want anyone better than you in the maladiet. Love you. We got off the rickshaw. The driver gave us a strange look. Maybe
he was watching. However, such experiences are good. I enjoyed it. My first kiss to love me. We entered the mall . Food Court. I ordered my favorite Paave Bhaja. We decided to share it. It's out of the world feeling when your grill Feed you with your hand. Riya was more beautiful when he had to feed me. My love for him was growing by
the day. It was like wine. The older it gets better. Romantic was in the air. Every bridge with it was like a ski. har har Time with it, the more I went out of my senses. Qazi allows to watch a movie. Now, see the time. Is it late to go home at 3:30pm? I'll manage. You also manage it. Now then. Please. Please don't say, let's go. Let's check out
the movies and movie times. We went to R adlabs. The next hour was just a show. It was 3: 45pm. Make sure you want to watch this movie. Yeah, let's buy tickets. 3:45pm Freeze Screen 2. I wonder what these girls think. Maybe they just want to spend some quality time with us. Somiperaoati time. But the freeze was too much. We went
to the theater. Stand up for the national anthem I hate it. I really did. No , for I hated the national anthem , but some people never respactedat . They just sit on their chairs eating popperon. Also, the national anthem should never be a closed room palayadon. The film was started. He performed some kings , Khuram, Momtaz and Shehjan .
I am all Agnoredtus. I was just glancing in innocence in the eyes of Ria. They were charming. How much do you love me he said a lot (ati) I said I love you more than that (extremely peksha ati) it was very sweet. I kissed his hand. He gave me a smile. We just saw each other. It was the first time I had to have it shaved. I could clearly tell
that there was definitely a connection. I felt a lot of butterflysin in my stomach but when I peeled it off, they all flew away and we had to stop really because Bothaov was smiling too much to us. I just could not stop smiling. During the film we were busy to have the uneasy moments. I never thought with him on my first date that we would
take in a deep erased relationship. I can understand the fear and motivation in it. He was bold. He was sweet too. Very few qawalatas is both garlawai. I was lucky to have them in Ria. We didn't exchange a word but our Job helped it all. As the light was on, we felt the film was over. I just knew a few letters of Thimovi. Other than that I
knew nothing. What will you tell your friends? We saw the Taj Mahal. And if you say dear , what is the story being explained ? I tidded him. Stop. He was a blush on his face. Ask them that it was a silent movie with all the passion in it. The actress was rather bold and afraid of her boldness. The actress also had sharp teeth. I continued to
climb it again. Stop it. You're so wicked. Leaves. His late. I love it from childhood. But I really love you a lot. Always be with me . We smiled and as I left the mall, I realized I had left the folder in the rickshaw. In those moments it was Warsaw that I completely forgot that I had put this folder behind the set. John, I left the folder in the
rickshaw anyhow, I told Riya. What. What? Are you serious? You're a dumb dude. Now what? I do not know. We lost it. I can't think Now we will do that I was concerned . You spoiled this man . You should already realize it. He adjusts his bag and lokadaforausly on me. Now what? We need to rewrite and collect it 6 days away. When will
we complete many vratiyo? How can you forget it? He was almost in tears. Leave this life, I'll write everything down. I also want to write for you. do not worry. You are a pasaonaticosar that I forgot everything. I can only feel my lip. � At least a few times is okay, seriously I'm telling you I'll handle it. Trust me . Even I was concerned. How
am I able to write so much? If I had shown it, even I had started crying nervously. I did not want to end the day crying. I just comforted him. But what next? There are about 7 to 8 write-ups and 5 articles on each subject. It means about 35. Also I said I'm writing The Wolforati Ria. He made it 70. Impossible. I was spoiled. Why on earth
have I put him behind the set? I just went with him to leave his house by. He was upset and I could see him. I met us from the day we tried to reassemble our memories by making his loghand smile. He finally smiled. Now my day was made. We just went down. Walking together during the night with your girlfriend is romantic. Until
wewalked stand. He left. I got home. The presentations were going to be the worst of themselves, Isaid. Good start to engineering life. He who gave me pleasure had met Riya . And nothing was good. It was horrible. 70 days of writing 5. Very quickly too close lectures were over. We had left. Leave the study. We call itPL. Presentations
have been classes had to be eliminated. It was already in mid-November. The exam was implemented on December 7. I was writing to Riya and all the sinuments for me. Riya was al-Sohelpang. We had classes almost every evening. It was hard to meet us now. Our classes are varadaffont. Therefore, we decided to bunk classes and
meet in the evening. These courses were the most covered. There are not many important topics. We decided to meet us in the main garden. Daily but alternate days not short. Central Garden was one of the most famous ground in central Mumbai. All the children edcricket and football commentators during the day. Most cricket. And it
became the love point in the evening after sunset. Used to hang around The Kouplysosad, to get close to each other. People who are used to walk on the roadside see clearly anything on the ground because of the darkness. This couple made it go beyond their limits. We also decided to meet there after 6pm: 30pm. He came from Erwal,
Navi Mumbai by rickshaw. I looked the most beautiful since The Most Beautiful She Knew From Her. So hot that nobody could lose control. Boss revealed to The Whopaton Black was wearing the top. And, a white long skirt. I appreciated her beauty. He gave A wicked smile. We went to the ground. We sat there and interacted. I told him
to ask him about the family and he had previously educated him. Amaya, my brother is in 7th standard. He is at The School of Zeiware in Erwal. We moved back to a feweares here because of our father's business. I don't have many friends here just 3 to 4 friends. 1 is Frommar College. The rest are from my neighborhood. Actually I really
hate living in Erwal. But I do nothave in any option. I enrolled in this college through management quota. It's a boring life here. West Mumbai was much better. We used to have a lot of fun there. All my friends are there. We used to shop for movies, and there was a great life. But we are here because of the deed business in Nawamomba.
Okay. I must thank my father for taking the decision to resolve here in Erwal. If he had not taken Thatadykasaan , we were not sitting here with each other . He smiled and I smelled his presage. He asked me about him. I have a sister's cittic. He's very sweet. We have the same relationship that you share with your brother. My family is
very open with me. My father works on an engineer and a plane. He stays away for 2months and then is left for two months. My mother works in a government office. It's a normal life. There is nothing special about it. Nevertheless, I love my family very much. He means a lot to me. Do you smoke? He asked me sometimes. Not a chain
smoking. To be Frank I smoke my first cigarette with The Samerand Anup for 2 months coming back. I had never been smoking before. I don't drink, too. You never told me before that you smoke. You've told me John, I don't smoke regularly. I went close to it. I kissed him on the lip. Maybe it was the right time to kiss it to avoid smoking a
phasing out. It was better than the first kiss. This time it was more excited. I had my hand. It was dark . No one around. I looked here and there. No one was around us. We were alone in the center of the earth and to rest with each other. I kissed him as he held me close. I opened two buttons of my shirt and my hands went inside of her
top. It touched my body. His hands fission inside my shirt. And my hands rolling in his breasts inside his breasts. Touch was amazing. I really thought our relationships were moving very fast. 6 days after this proposal we were in the thecantra of the earth in darkness. Was it good? Was it decent to do all this? Who cares? I continued to
weed him, kissing him. He put his tooth deep inside his neck. John, easy we are in the public. I said, This is a noghital. I cut you a love that looks for everyone I want, so that a girl will come close to you. Why would a girl come near me? I am always with you . How can I go for someone? Still the world knows you are mine. Just mine. And
nobody can get you now. I love you. Loveyou Loveyou You are my child. My heart. So innocent. So sweet. My Mr. Perfect. Well, know. Then let me cut you a love. I smelled this hard down her neck until she moanad. Now nobody will come close with you. I can't see you going with something another. Please never let me or Liavi. I'm all of
you now. After this beautiful romantic conversation we left for home. I had my dinner and I called him. Hey tomorrow at the same time. We're not to go to class. We'll meet. Qazi do you want a kit? No I want you. I need you with you. I'll wait for you. I hung up. I knew he would come. He never showed that he needed me. He wanted me
except him. But I knew. I reached the ground. He had reached there before me and was waiting. He was my favorite red top and wearing a skirt. We had sat on the ground like the water was full and the previous day. Whatavtavitang we were on each other . We just used to find the opportunity to make. A new passion of a new
relationship. He was going crazy with me touching him and his look. His expression. My fingerprint is on his body. I realized that she was wearing a bikini type. That was my vision. I had to re-towels it. That means he wanted me to touch him. I didn't cross my limits. It was not the right time. Butit was one of the two shared moments we had.
We adjust ourselves and he asked me, Are you touching the girl for the first time? The feeling of fear went through my body. Within a second, came back in normal size. What is the next way to the ayatos? He asked a question that everything would be shattered. Sure, she didn't have to touch in the first girl. Should I tell him the truth or
hide it? What happened, bakkao, answer me? I knew he wanted to hear the positive response. But it was not a tikasi. I had to answer it. I somehow caught my nerves and said 'no.' He was not surprised by it. He gave me a general look. What happened? I asked me to know this . The way you were being close to me. The way you got me.
The way you are kasadami. Kiss first on the first date. I knew I'm not the first girl in my life. I wanted to tell you this. But I never got the opportunity . you are right. You are not the first girl in my life. But I never exceeded my limits with a girl. I was never physical with any person. Trust me I was afraid to miss it. I hope they trust me. Yeah, I
trust you. I'm not fighting with you, I'm not worried. I knew it the first day when I kissed me. But I thought you'd tell me that one day. But you didn't. Sorry, I thought I could lose you. And I can't bear to lose you. I'm very sorry I am . He smiled and hugged me. I almost called out in that moment. He kissed my eyes. I loved me so much that I
can't. He can forgive me in a few minutes. I loved it more. Ihave this one sweet kiss on this I ask you one thing? Yes. He just said i had an idea. You said you knew I was with a girl before by my school style or touch stellily. But how? If I am the first person in your life, how do you know these things? I mean to kiss and touch clearly. You
have to feel the first time. How can you do that after that.... He gave me a hard look. Who said, Are you the first? I never said this. Meaning, you had a relationship before. But you said during truth or courage. That you just love your shorair. You said it right? I said but I had a relationship before. When I was in junior college. It was only for
4 months. He is Christian. I never liked my family. I don't know because he broke up with me. I don't. I love you and now you are the only one for life. There was a scholar in love. When I heard it I broke into pieces. He lied. I didn't do anything different. I even lied. No, I didn't. I just didn't tell him I had a relationship. I never said I didn't have
a relationship. He lied. He said he was never in a relationship. Dadaat means I was not the first person to touch him? Does that mean I was not the first person to slip my handin over it or does that mean they will leave me too? I got tears in my eyes . I didn't care if Soumanidhad had to shave it. I loved it. I loved something more than that. I
will not be in love with these small problems. However, he told me. Don't worry; I'll always be with you. I will never leave you tearing her eyes down too. She put her head in her lap as a mother explains something to her son. He really loved me. In the past, and the unsense. Even he was. I had the most possible. I tried to think about the
present and our future. I smiled at him and kissed his eyes. It was an emotional moment. But it made our relationship pure. Novat was a transparent relationship. I was glad he told me the truth. I was worried. But that's because Icouldn't see it or even imagine it with someone. I just love him a lot. We didn't spika the word and we just left
looking into each other's eyes. Our relationship went a step further. Atonalatakhamant I still feel it was moving very fast. I could not live without it now. I don't think You can. I wanted to ask one thing but this situation would be made worse. Even he didn't do it to me. I stopped me. This question hit me from the inside. He non-lazily replied
that he was not as close to him as I had. But she was really a virgin ? What was that not? Will it affect my love for him? I do not think so. This The confidence and emotions we had shared was about. It was a new world... We are emotional novatachads of each other. When I got home I found the best possible sms for the moment. He was
the best. He knew how to make me happy. He knew how to make me That he was always there. A message was received. It was ria . I was afraid he sent me something that would hurt me. However, it made me the ook from which most romantic smsfrom. The way you look at me, your eyes are so wicked and wicked. I like the way you
kiss me, your lip soft and smooth. I love the way you make me happy, and the way you show your care for me. I like the way you say, ILove, and the way you're always there. I love the way you touch me, always sending my spine cold. I love that you are with me, and happy that you are mine... I'll never leave you my bhachaa... Does the
mother ever leave her children alone? Thou saith my beloved little bakaha , and i am a little man of my love , and I'm missing your contact. Looking for love cutting in Iam's in the inthe inlet. I want you to be very good. I'm misdoing my kiss. I want to get close to you. You rock. I wonder if I met you so late. Anyway you're mine. And I dare
you leave me. miss you... Mawahah... Love you too. I answered. He always told me that to send his long sms he could read again and when I was not with him. But I never knew how to write such a long sms. I was trying to do that for him. I want a big sms. A long one. And I'm not talking to you I got the answer from him. These girls are
too much. Whatever they want they need it. If it is not , they will not speak . All emotional drama. I had to do it. I had no authority. I opened my inbox. Search for Sms. I'm onims. I started editing it. And added some things and sent it. Then he was happy. Then he's pretty well sutratedbahwang as if he's got the world. He didn't see if it was
sent sms. But I loved Whatshey was happy. Girls are so stupid. Yet we love them . I loved him a lot. Not making anything. A cute sms can create a mode of romantic. Fun of it to chat up the wicked things at night. Spikaalliwaan You have experienced emotional moments in the evening. Sms said. Many times we lose our special people
because we are unable to tell them how special they are, Thasmas to tell your special thing that you have never lost in your life that I do not want to. So he is the one who is thy to me all the time . Every night I stay late to talk to you. I love you so much, my emotions are strong and I say they will remain forefathers. miss you. Love you.
Mawah... ...... wake up. Some rickshaw drivers are here. Mother asked me who rickshaw driver? I'm remiambard at that time maybe he was the same rickshaw driver whose auto I lost my folder. I got it quickly and went to the hall They were sitting there with a cup of tea . I thanked him for his mercy. I saw my folder and then realized that
Riya had written the name on it too. Riya Adtey. Also, he wrote the cell number on it. Maybe the driver called him and he tied my address to him . I This. I was right. Riya sent him to me . I was very happy to see my folder. Ihad had written only 20 appointments. Riya was an angel in my life. His cell number on what happened to his brain
does not know in Towarati. However, he saved us. In all this process, I didn't observe my mother's reaction. He was amazing who Riya was, whyher's name was on my folder. I really hoped that this driver had not said anything about that day. What we did in the rickshaw had given the worst look to the day when we got down . After a cup
of tea, they left. Who is Rea? Why is it in your folder? Mom, she's my friend and she's a little crazy. He does this type of crazy things. He wrote the name for the time pass. Even cell number. Don't tell me he's just a friend. If he is just a friend you were doing with him in a rickshaw? oh my god. I went. I wished my heart attack was this
moment. I was sunn. I was not able to answer it. Should this driver tell my mother what we did? Bloody Beukov. If I'm to write 50 more sinuments than this scene, it would be better. What did I do? I didn't do anything. You went from RMAIL with him. Why? What is going on between you two? The mother asked the officers. Wait, I'm calling
him. The mother took her cell and the daalaad anumber. His phone was ringing. I didn't want to pick it up, but I can't. What will be reac of Riya? I hoped my mother would not be angry with Riya. What would they think of my mother? My mother started talking to him. Hello, this is The Mother of The Adte. There is a rickshaw that is the
address of his address. What will they answer. Wish I could hear it. I was carefully observed expressing on my mother's face what was going on on the other side. What were you in Rmail in two? Just two of you? If I had consulted a doctor, he could definitely say I'd be dead in 10 minutes. It was a man who was unstable . Are you sure
there is nothing between you? no way. I can't survive a way. I'm sure Riya will be afraid. It should not be again. Okay. What should be goodbye again? Does that mean a bosa ? Does that mean that we should not be togeta alone? I wanted to call Ria to question what happened. What he told my mother. I've asked everything of it. Dare
you do this thing again? Focus on growing and studying. The exam is 20 days away. I know this mom. Please don't penetrate me. I know what to do and what to do. I went to my romand as Riya. Hey, what happened? What were you saying to my mother? Don't worry. Why don't you take it so easily? Take things lightly. I've handled
everything. Itold we were not alone in Rmail. We went alone but our friends waited in the mall Were. I went to Laityan to reach the station and I didn't know if you waited and we reached the mall Smile now. Love you. Oh God. You saved me. I thought you would panic. you are the best. How good can you be all the time? It's your love that
makes me good all the time. miss you. See you in college. Wait near The Pariancoutil. I will reach around 10: 45am. Okay. Goodbye we had to reach college by 11pm to check out some of our sinuments. We asked her an hour or so where to go. Let's go for lane grants, washa. It's fun. I'd show you a good place. Mini-chuupati. Even Ihave
did not go. Just heard about it. Let's try this. We... Ya allows to go by bus. We just started to walk towards the depot. It was not far from my college but in Sector 4. He made the fridraka for me. I agree he is a wonderful kitchener. I always appreciated it. We just got a seat sitting in it. Grant Lane was about 15 km from college. Just as the
depot left, I let it open my lunch box. I was disappointed to do something that was done by him. He started mewith with a spoon. He liked it? John, you're very good. You're an angel. My lover. You can do anything in this world. Are you not ? No, I can just love you and it's more than enough for me. He paid with my hair. Why do you love
me so much? Am I really worth it? Yes, Sweti, you're the only person worthy of it. I don't even know if I love you. But I really crafted you. I like to be with you. I love to play with my hair. I like the way that I see. Inno earinin in your eyes bring me closer to you. You have a good heart. You don't hide anything from me. You're honest. I love it.
And the way you suggested to me, I can never forget it in my life. Can anyone suggest to you like I did? He said nothing. He just came close to me and kissed me sweetly on my neck. He said to him. No one can separate us now. The color once mixed cannot be separated again. Like these colors our relatownshopwas. This could not be
separated. We reached Grant Lane, Washa Depot. We got into a rickshaw. Many-cut furty was barely 5 manotosawi. It was a quiet place. We first came to this place. We had some couples and fewboy's playing too. It was a very romantic place. It was a big area. It was a lake. That's why I thought it was called Chowpatty.It two men of the
lake were in front. They were well maintained. She was a good place for couples to sit. There's a back-up vitrese and a nice snare. We saw small scalebehind lakes. It was still far away to see the weecouald couples hanging in their deviation. It was a really romantic place. We loved it. There was chinese food there. I have a girlfriend
Found the best place for hanging along. Also, The Tahariori no road boys approve comments. So, it was not an affordable place either. There were no residential buildings in the largest advertising place. Riya, it's a great good We'll be here regularly. What do you think? Did you like this ? Yeah, I loved this place. It's very quiet here. It
gives a sense of romantic. We sat in the garden and were looking at the view. It was romantic. I was asleep on his lap and he was playing with my hair. I was looking into his eyes and he inside me. He started playing with my pulls. Every time he touched me felt like he was touching me the first time. It was so sexual. These jostocklongs. It
made me smile. He kissed me on my foresaw. I was really enjoying every momantota. I wanted to give all of her happiness to what I could. I was satisfied with my life after Matanariya. I was giving a thought on it while; I never knew when I got asleep. He was a little bit on me, walking around on me when I was asleep in his lap. John,
when I am human? Why don't you wake me up ? I got up and sat down with him. I was looking at you. You sleep for about 20 minutes. And I lived in my life in those 20 minutes on you. I can tell you that every little black place is on your face and on your neck. You see your sleep between the two. So, I didn't wake you up. Love you. You
also love for some strange reason she loved my neck. Is it like it? However, they used to. It was different. Crazy is the right word. He didn't tell me the reason. However, he was used forever. He used to gently catch him and was saying it. And nobody can touch it. Only he was right tottov. I would smile. We loved each other out of range.
Ria now I'm going to be able to give you computer programming... Please.... I don't want to study now. I want to talk to you. Please. Stop it. The exam is getting closer and you don't know this topic. I forced Riya and opened his books . He did not love reading. Nobody does. Even I didn't. But we did. The test was getting closer. I started
studying his ming-program sanctomy. Directories. He was listening to me carefully. After explaining this, they underknew Sishi. The way they used to say it was pretty. It always made me his kiss. I taught him some basic things until I didn'tgive. We decided to come home by train. We'll reach home late by the bus. It was already 8pm. The
train on Riyagot went down and i went ahead. It was another beautiful day. Every day was laaqehini. Sweet and sweet. I never thought I would love anyone more. Why are you so late? Were you with Riya? My mother asked me the officers, mom, I told you I was class. In Daant? I thought you ked and went into the mall. Mom you are too
much. Give me something to eat now and give me sleep. Mom loved her that I liked her. All of She was my mother, she was. He knew his son best. My eisand expression said all this. He didn't tell me anything directly yet. However, anywhere I Ria liked. Collected on nights of sleep, engineering is the worst period. Also, the euvratandanka
is low so it is the worst. I knew my attendance was low in chemistry. I had to check two para-mantas. I was worried that when he came to know his attendance and experiences he would be answered. The professor did not have a good impression of me. I reached college. Presentations had started. I went into chemistry and said to him
about mystatus in chemistry. He smiled and said... No problem, baby, okay. Come next year to collect. Why would you like to do this so soon. Enjoy your self for a year and then come to collect I almost had tears in my eyes. I requested him to accept my offers. However, he was strong whatever he said. Riya was not with me. He was
busy with her submission. I wanted his newtime. His support means a lot to me. I called him. He was busy in the fly lab. I was standing waiting for the Atsadichemistry lab to change itself ms. Opinion. Nevertheless, it didn't happen. He left me. I left and collected all the other. They were smooth. Riya had finished his submasaonsby. He
asked me, Have you been gathered? No, chemistry remains. They do not accept my file. My attendance is low and I'm also to check out 2 former trusts. That's okay. Let me talk to him. I think he'll accept it. He knows me very well. Ria started valco towards chemistry lab. Ms. Saw ria outside the lab and called in. I also got it. Ria, any
problem? Ms. Asked while writing something on the attendance sheet. Ms. Ms. Her experiences will be checked. Please, May you do that? I don't. Look at their attendance. 42%. If it was 50% up then I'm going to take care of it. Butanovo it is impossible. I was watching Ria. He told me to relax. Ms. Please, she will not do it again in the
next semester. Please, Ms. I guarantee you that you will not make this mistake again. If he cancels my submission to you. Rea, that's what it is. You're a good girl. Why do you have such friends? Bloody hell. What did he mean? I raped myself from there but I was quiet because I want what I would do. I also pleaded with him and he
assured him that he is related to the next semester. Rea, I'm collecting it for you. You were good the whole semester and I don't bother you and don't want to affect your exam. I'm grateful, you should be grateful for that. Give me your file. Finally collected. If it was not Ria, I would be spoilt my 1st year. Riya was a beloved. I could not
expect more of it. Nobody can be done what he has done. Riya was not convinced of chemistry so my first year would have been ruined. Convince anyone to him It was the one of the . I was the best example. His innocence when explaining things There is only one word for it. My dear. Ria thanks, i'd fail if... Just thanks, you give me a
party loan. Thanks will not. Okay. Now there is no cash. I'll treat you after a few days. I'll take you on a movie. Is that okay? Yes. Perfect he slowed my lip. It was sudden. My eyes rolled. I looked here and there was someone to see him. We were in College Passagiov near the canton. It's behind college where there's usually no one. I
confirmed that I had not seen anyone. you are crazy? We are in college. I do not care. Your lip is mine. I can touch them whenever I want. I don't need you to take the permasaonfhome. Rea kissed me again. I didn't argue at that time. The girl who can argue with chemistry Ms. Who was about to fail me, could do anything. He had the
courage. I didn't. And I love it for all these crazy things. We went home. I said nothing to my parents about my submission. I just went to my room to change on my computer. And my favorite time was over. I used to check the scrap of riya just keep an eye on it. I was so dikhaal about it. He was not different. We were happy in each other's
sarms. We didn't want anyone to know that we were together. I remembered i had to take me to a movie. I checked on the cinemax site, which showed the movies. There were some good films that were released. I called him that he believed in The Thimovi. He never refused to do movies. We decided to watch a movie on Saturday. They
also came online. Riya: Hey, what movie will we watch? Me: No, we allow to see after reaching there. Do you encourage? Ria: Encouragement ? What for? You did not get it? Me: Forgot what we did last time in the theater. Ria: Stop it. love you. Me: Sharma? I want to see you sharma. Will I give you more shine? Riya: I don't have to look
at sharma. How do you make me more blushing? Me: Something more than doing that, I did that day. I want me to be mine only. I want you to see me josephand . You can even do whatever you want. You have a lot of love. miss you. Eat dinner properly. You see in the week. Wearing a skirt. If possible, get me fried rice. I logged out. I
want to be special all day. I got the little gift for him from The Archis. I also took Afao chocolate for it. He loved chocolate. I kept the gift carefully in my room. The refrigerator choctates. Saturday morning. He met me by 11am. We reached The Cinemax in a few minutes. We checked the hours of Tahishvo. There was not even a good
movie. Eventually, we took tickets for the delivery of moviehomey. The show of time was 1pm. We Pizza I went. I ordered a well-to-do weeand and a cook. John i have 2 surprises for you. You will love them. Seriously? What are they? Please show me. not yet. You'll have to wait for it. I showed him the jacket. He was encouraged. He
loved Page 2 even I have a surprise for you. Riya pointed in her bag. He encouraged me so much that I almost got hold of his bag. However, it did not allow me to open. I gave him the chocolate wrapped box and asked him to open it. As he looked at chocolate, he's holdoff my calls and it's hard, it's hurting me. But he showed me that he
loved them. We shared the first coclet. Now I requested him to show what he had done with him. He made this reference on me. I opened it. It was a watch. Brilliant, it's really cool. Where did you get it? You didn't have a watch, so I thought I'd get one for you. Thank God , that thou hast liked him . It's your choice. How do I like this? It's
really fantastic. It was very sweet of him. The watch was not branded, but I really loved it as it appeared at love time... Now what appears to me with you. Please. I am motivated and want to see it . No longer dear, wait for a while. It will be special. I wanted to gift him as the film started. I never thought Riya would love me so much that she
would bring me amazingly. I knew he liked the surprise, but at that time he was giving it. Wefinish pizza food finish. I paid the bill and we left. So far 30 minutes were left for the film to start. Itold ria that I wanted to smoke. I asked her permission. He didn't deny it. He was always used to smoke in The Talylmy. Not daily. I don't smoke every
day. I got to Tobra and lit up the cigarette. We are very satang out of The Cinemax. He asked me why do you smoke? Why do you love me? I asked him . Because you look good, you have good nature and you know how to make me happy. I have expected this answer. Similarly, cigarettes are the case. He looks good in my hand and he
knows how to make mehappy. They laughed. It was a joke. We went inside the theater. 1st row from screen. The theater was almost empty. We had no other way of this film. I liked Ayesha Takia so there was no problem. In the trailers he had benshwin in just a white long shirt. Nothing below. This will be the exit. Film started I put the
second wonder remoadathi from my bag and into his hands. There was a twinkle in his eyes. He was so beautiful. She was a surprise in front of her whenever she always looked more beautiful. Opened it up . So sweet, it's a great ingot. You have a lot of love. You are the best lover in the world I put the ingot in his finger. He hugged me
immediately. Brought tears to his eyes. We had a very sutratedidalovang to each other. It was a special moment. He had hugged me for 5minutes in a while. He kissed Angoti. It was studed with a diamond. The real diamonds don't appear. However, it was lovely. I will always wear it and whenever I miss you, i will kiss her ingot whenever I
am alone. Now they will always be with me . Thanks for such a wonderful gift. You are my mr. I was right. Noone can take your place. I kissed him and caught him at me. He kissed my right and neck. I never saw him as hoppyas he was today. I can feel his joy by his touch. I started getting wicked with him... Our best were whenever we
were in the theater. It's really awesome, just imagine that then to catch something more and more pop-corn than pop-corn from the box on my lap. It feels good. He was surprised but he was keen to see what was in my mind. After arriving home. He sent me a text. Now I am yours . For life. You should think you gave me two surprises, but
I gave me three of the three. In the third one you can't explain it, but for the girl it's always valuable. Give your brain somestrain and you will realize it. Thanks for everything. I'm kissing my ingoti. I'm not much more than today. It was the most beautiful day in my life. I saved the date in mymobile. December 3rd. Love jaan.bye.gn you. After
thinking for 3 hours, I realized what he meant exactly. That made me love more. He was frank and honest. I love his attitude. They came to college so I liked it by him. I took the opportunity to propose it. And today I was deeply in love with him. I can break all the bound pregnancy and want to go beyond my limits. We were made for each
other. It was time for the night out. Hot coffee, radio and some snacks. It was time to study for 1st semisestereomus. I had not already studied two subjects apart. Mecanex and computer programming. I was unaware of the course of other subjects. The exam was 4 days away. 1st paper was appalidmecanics. I almost did it with it. Still
once it had to go through. It's about 2am that I called Ria. How much did you study? I'm satiky. That's hard. I think I'll get the cut. They answered, Don't worry. You read. I will not bother you. You remember I put the phone. I also asked Samir, Swapnil and Anup to question what they have studied. He is the study of Satitica, Warialsa. I was
done with Satitake, doing dynamics. I found The Mecanex easy. Students usually find it difficult. What? When are you reaching college? I'll be there at 10am. I am. Let's see whatapapans... Swapnil was called me. I'll be there at the same time. Almost what. Let us see . I called Ria. Even he was finished reading. 40 was the golden figure
we were all looking for. 30 minutes before the exam, Sameer was still reading. They used to read until the end. Until they entiradathi the classroom. A topper, close the book. Swapnil has tanted it. Man off, I can't miss anything. I'm going to squeeze this paper. O God What if you are in such a situation after you have been educated so
much? Stop it dude Swapnil. Please educate me. They never saw. Standing outside He was reading carefully as if through a puranamanajini . Finally, we entered the classroom. I checked which bench I was on. I was really aspiring to get to the last or second final bench. I saw my set number on the bench. This was the third row. Sameer
first got to the bench. His mouth was open for a few minutes. My heart rate increased. The swapnil in their pocket swapnial mini-aerusin. He was not worried . I never know how to copy. I never did any Xanx with me. I used this man in my front of me in satisfaction . We sat on our relevant bench and waited for some professor to enter the
classroom. We wanted everything new staff so we could copy. However, our luck was bad. Deshmukh Sahib entered the classroom. It was all over. No one can copy now. Answer sheets as well as references to the paper of question to us. He warned us that if a person is caught, he will be expelled from the classroom . I was looking at
every question. I knew four questions out of seven. I started writing. Solve the amount. Agalankad in Swapnil. He said his answer son xanx under the paper. He was written in rocket speed. It is more nerve-material. I am on the same side . He was sitting empty . It reduced my panic. I'm on the side. He was writing sincerely . He
encouraged me to write sincerely. I tried the mark about 70. I was almost sure to move. Ria tried 60 Marks. Swapnil, Anup and Samir tried around 80marks. We were satisfied with our performance based on whatever we had studied. The second paper was also easy. Applied knowledge. The third paper was computer programming. I
studied well with his terms. Everyone decided to come to my house and study for the night. Anup Did not come to The Undrea. I did not want to come home to Rea because my mother was already suspicious about it. Anup's parents did not allow nights out during exams. Sameer and Swapnil came home. Wehad had and started reading
in my room. We got educated for a while. I taught them the programal themes. I taught programming to do ria iaereronal. So, he was done with this topic. Swapnil made a cup of tea for us. Hey, you have a porn movie Swapnil asked me. you are crazy? We have our exam in 2 days and you want to play with Dick. Stop and read. Samir was
not interested in it during the exam. There was a revision of what I taught . A platebout worm. Finally, Swapnil convinced me to show him a porn movie. I had a small collection. Wow, he's very hot. Samir looks at it. What a shape he is! Swapnil was upright. I prefer smoking, you see these free girls. Sameer made his place . It helps relax
your brain. Then I can study . Swapnil replied. I also have free girls on Preferred smoking. It's not that we were both immaterial or gay. But smoking is more joyous than watching The Giveus. It's practically age to do. Not seeing them in service themselves. It's fun when there's none And you're studying late night. Tea, books, friends, porn
movies, cigarettes and education in between. The question paper was in our hands. It was the worst paper I've ever seen. I saw Swapnil on the face. He gave me a smile. It made me nervous. I saw Sameer. He's a smile, a gamvi, for a change at this time. Nervous disorder. I saw in Anup. He was writing too. I saw on Riya, The
Hyrtfaalora. He was writing too. Finally, I was dead. 3 hours after seeing The Ofivarioni faces I went. I just tried the 50 mark. I spoiled it. I will fail. That's sure kit. I just tried the 50 mark. I said, John, have you written 50 marks correctly. Rea seemed to be worried. Although it was comfortable and calm... Yes. may be. do not know. But I'm
sure of the cut. He made me angry. I taught everyone what was programming and what was the language of the computer. Today I stood outside the exam hall to curse myself... My brain welcomed into engineering. Get ready for the worst. The person who taught failed and whatever he learned from the man he smiled and re-lived as he
tried to move. I still can't believe it. This time my heart said... Enjoy the 1st kit in engineering. I saw in Ria. He was not worried. The first time I was alone. All alone. He never saw my lazy face that Was Enjoying The Hasselfand. He behaved differently. What was this? I was not in a frame of mind so thinking. I ignored it. But I was painful.
The test desert finally cooled. I was concerned about programming. The rest of the pa-pars were fine. All friends including Riya decided to spend up to dinner at their home. Sure you want to come home. My mother will be there in the evening. I hope you will be comfortable. I asked Riya or is completely fine. it is ok. I'd leave the initial.
Before your mother's home. We... ya it will be fine. You see it tomorrow. Come along with samer. He knows the dress of the abyss. I was nervous, because Riya would come home for the first time. Sameer called me the next day. Hey Qazi... We're in front of your building. Shall we come ? Sure of that. No one was at home. I was alone.
And Riya was coming for the first time. They just took the whole house and we sat in our bedroom. We had a clyog film cd. We're sutratedoatchang. I gave them chips to eat. Riya was sitting with me . His head on my shoulder. We are the one son of wartsang. I was playing with his lip and his eyes. As the song started... Jesus'... We both
lost our own in each other's eyes. Same song by us rupted swapnil... A cartoon given to Riya. A loose cartoon. What's wrong with you, Rea asked. Nothing, what did I say? I privacyd you both Thought. Then we shall come out . You have an anjuivarsilowas in both bedrooms. I'll kill you. Ria and Swapnil started running across the house. I
was These. Their seduo-tinged behavior. They enjoyed themselves. I was swapnil thankful for the int'udokongmi for rea. After lunch, we were just comfortable when Riya showed all of them what I gave him his ingot. It was showing each of them with enthusiasm in person. They both had been to The Uriappi to cheer, although the swapnil
embraced this, each one was happy for both of us... He gave us another spikalumant in my laphithi that we decided to give us something that we don't know what will be in the future. Was from swapnil by Riya and Sameer and Anup were from me. They kept us both in The Furontaov. I had swapnil with Ria, Anup and Sameer. Swapnil
removed The hand of The Rangphroom Ria and gave me and he removed a gold ingot from my hand that I always gave him to Rhea. I can know what's going on? I asked everyone. Riya came near me and put a little thong on my lip and said, John you are dumb. So please shut up. I understand what they're about to do. You are
Realidomb. Arbyadi laughed. I could see a spark in Riya's eyes. I was still wondering what was going on. Sameer started shooting with camera. What is going on? Can anyone please tell me? Your engagement. Now relax. Swapnil called. He made me ook... It was a lifelong friend. They were giving me something that they had always
dreamed of . I went near To Ria. They all started clying and playing the setting. I took my hand towards Rhea and put the ingot on his finger. They appreciated and bowed down upon us . It is the turn of Vassaia. He put an ingot on my finger too. I could see the joy in his eyes. I was almost beating the heart. I could understand what he
wanted to say but he was not. Perhaps it was more Byotafolthan november 14. I love you very much, he said. You also love we went to our bedroom. I can feel satisfaction in his eyes. I was beating his heart to the sayangthat we're busy now. We'll always be together. Some things can't be said but felt. We are a word didn'tspeak. But we
delivered ideas to each other. We sleep in each other's bathrooms and looked on the roof. It seemed to be a white screen where we were looking at our future. Our dreams. He looked in the eyes of Angoti Kasadathi and only me. He saw tears in my eyes. He gave me a lovely smile and tears Vapadoff. We went out. Everyone was
watching the movie. We've been too busy in those moments that we never realized what time it was. Dorballawang. I saw the time. It was 6pm. It should be mother. Riya.It'll be mother. Now what. We shall perish . Can't do anything now. Open the door. Riya supported me. I went and saw through the hoal that it was mom. I was scared.
Riya and mother will face Aaqotohar for the first time. Do they give each other Will you ? I could not go against any of them. I can be a not-lave without anyone I opened the door . Who has come? Mom said she came as and closed the doors. my friends. Swapnil, Sameer, Anup and Rea. My nerves stopped. Rea? Where is he? In? Where
are others? Many questions. Ria had 1st question. Mom came in and saw them all. Spikaalleriya Riya smiled at her. I can't smile nor see. The mother didn't say a word and went to ATV. He made maji nodles for all of us. After talking to everyone, the mother is usually called the kitchen. Rea, be good. Don't argue and don't say we're in a
relationship. Please. I told him in Kim's room that he went into the kitchen. I could hear my mother saying something to Rea. I was trying to hear what they were talking about. Let the judge leave it. Ria's anything crazy. Trust him . Everyone tried to believe me . I trust Riya, but I know my mother too. They'll ask everything of it. I hope he
could not find him in Aappaanak. 30 minutes or so after Rea returned to the bedroom. I was watching it and what happened about it, when he said. Qazi your mother is very good. You are lucky to have a mother like this. He told me everything about you. I think he knows we're in a rallataonship. I will be very happy to marry you and stay in
your home with your mother. What with my mother? You have to stay with me. No . I said, Jokongal , and i am not a man . You will not understand the feeling of a girl... Does it feel that there is a good mother in law and a family after marriage. It means a lot. I will leave my house and come unto thee . You will need takecare. Yes I will. do
not worry. Now let's think about dinner and the results. When you're moving up, Riya is saying such cute things about your future and you're telly about the results. So unromantic. And he said, I am not a man of the lord. Man, when the results are announced, the romantic will evaporate through your ass. We all laughed and went to dinner.
Everyone left after dinner. I asked mom what she had to say about my friends. He knew I was assia about Riya. Not everyone. Sweet, innocent, your suite. But focus on reading. If you have a workariyavo good life. I was glad my mother liked Riya... Our relationship went a lot more supahed. Was it too fast? Results announced... The first
year was announced so initially for the results. It was initial but still not... We called each other and went to college at 7pm... The result was shown near the library. Taherius is very quick there. We could not even see the board. Riya was out with her parents. He could have been notcome. We decided to check in a while later as a result.
We went to Tobra. We were all from each other . What you think will be the result of you. I asked both my friends. Swapnil expects a cut and Two expected. Samir three is expected. I was hoping one. It was attagoa time. We were concerned . After smoking, we went College. The rush was low. We went closer to the board and started our
name Siathanchangfwar. The first to see his name was the swapnil. 1 cut as expected. Sameer was next to know that he got 4 cuts more than expected. I was still searching for my name. The result of the samer made me nervous. The next was Rea... 2 cuts...... He almost gave me an attack. I saw the articles they were cut... The stated
mechanics. Next was my turn. Cut me 1. GOT CP. Anup got 2 cuts. Everyone cleaned up in CP. He made me feel low. There was no rea . I wanted to tell Ria about taherisault. But he was with his family. 2 Kit and his family's reaction i didn't know how. I didn't tell him. I asked my mother to tell me about my results. He was not happy. But
they used to say nothing. 1 cut when a few months ago I never wanted to do engineering. Mom asked me about the results of Riya. I didn't say anything and I kept the phone. I called Ria. He was with his family. I didn't tell him my results or from him. I'm his age. Results. I cut 1. Sameer got 4. Swapnil 1. Anup got 2. And you 2. Got the fly
and the mecanex. There was no answer. I was concerned. Was he worried ? I'm his age again. what happened? Answer. Are you okay? Did you tell your parents about your results? No response at this time. I was. I called him. He did not pick up. It made me more stress. I went home. There was no answer yet. I got asleep. When I got it
in the morning, I saw his message. Sorry, I was busy with the family. Could not answer you. Sorry, I'm sorry. I did not want to hurt you. I am angry with Kanuyavu. Sorry again. Congratulations for the result anyway. Call me when you get up. I called him immediately. He picked up the phone. I am Borsted, What the hell is this? I'm crazy to
call you for so long tomorrow? I told you 20 times and didn't give any message. Where were you? Were you really with your parents? Or were you dating someone? It is more powerful. You know I was with my family. I told you. They were around me all the time. How can I speak to you in front of them? I do not care. You should be. Get it.
I don't want to talk to you. Hate you. Well. As you feel. God is hafiz . You hate too. I was very upset by the result and Riya was treated very badly. I knew I should not have a how-to on but I had lost my anger. The first time we had a fight. I felt bad. I weep. However, it was his fault. He could have re-aged me. I didn't call him back. Let him
go to Hell. Call for about 10 hours.... Even messaging. It was too much. I didn't speak with Riya for a whole day. I was worried about my results. There were 29marks in the pass cp. Something-I want to clean it up. I heard that 4 to 5 professors who clean the paper in Rivalvatounchargang 10, 000rs. I was ready to do that. Swapnil and I
went to meet some of the professors. Noboderespounded until we found a proof-fire. He was asking Rs. 20, 000. This is There is no small amount. They gave The Eusta the paper for the return. He didn't seem reliable. I wanted to clean up any possible method suo-pissing out intensely. I tried all the ways. If Riya is with me, my confidence
will be benaffarant. Even he was not with me. I was alone. I took the initiative and called him. He picked up the phone. As soon as he picked up the phone, crying badly. He hurt me. I realized I was wrong. I regret it. And he called out more . I'm sorry to say something please. Stop crying in the back. Please forgive me why you didn't call
me for so long. I've been waiting for your call since i last called. You don't care about me. Thou hast started taking me for the euna. Why qazi... Why? I told everything that day . I called on me as a result of my parents when most needed. You were not there. Hate you... They called and called. I said sorry. Let's have that Bandrea
tommouro. My mountain is there . Okay. Dare me fight along again. Please. I can't handle it. love you. Sorry he was still crenga butt. Don't regret. It was my fault and I will not do it again. Look at you tomorrow. We met the next day. He was still worried for what had happened. I knew how to make his happiness. Ihad was a surprise. It was
wrapped. Are you still angry? I asked him when we sat in the rickshaw. Nothing . He answered that i see with the eyes of the swell. He certainly called out a lot . I know how to make you smile, don't I? I smiled at her preamour. What? Tell me i'm surprised for you? He looked at me waiting for my answer. We... Type... I opened my own
stool zip, took the wrapped gift and gave it to him. She had a very difficult casadamy that cut a big love on my neck. He started opening it. It was a T-sheet, which had a smile on it. He has embraced me firmly as he can. It's a wonderful feeling when your love has you swells and has a battle after you have the hugs. About 2, we did not talk
to each other. We said no love to you to each other. Also, here we were in each other's foradays after2 days, kissing and embracing each other. It was an emotional feeling. Weboth loved each other that we could hardly live without each other. I told him about the return. I told him I'd clean my paper which was a professor who had to
speak. Oh, God... And he started again. I told the truth that I never did. I wanted to say my paper but I said that mapaper. And it started again. Good. very good. You didn't feel like telling me in those two days too. Wonderful. Now you are coming to selfish. You are changing. Tell me one thing you have in these 3 months without asking me
Have you ? And you took a big decision without even asking me. Well we were not talking to Ayakothar but did you forget that I had cut. You can Told me about me. You have given the judge... I didn't mean it. Why should I tell him about me? I haven't decided yet. Why are you reacting? Stop the fight. For god's sake . Long silence... He
ignored it. He did not want to waste time in the fight. I kissed him. We shared a smile. We used to see the tomoont mary, the brandand, the kiss, the hug, the dilara each other on the waves of the sea, but it was not a smile we had always shared. Some conflicts had begun. Small things but big fight. I did not want it. I always felt it very fast.
Even the semester holidays end and the start of the 2nd semester. The returning Tokollega was not interesting at all. Riya had reached college before me. I asked him to collect both the sheets and the marks. When I got to college, I met Riya in Chokhonty. We note below the articles and timetables that went close to both the request. CP
22. Inginary DRAWING3 Applied Sciences 24. Math 25. Communication saqalsbyktus were not difficult in the first semester. The math of course 2 and cp2 were a little difficult. However, the remaining 3 subjects were managed. We went for the first lecture of the 2nd semester. It was a jap feeling to sit down for lectures and hang out in
rea. Whenever I used it to give him a masadadalal they look back and give me a wicked smile. We did not have to be a single man. At the beginning of the 2nd semester, Love was in the air. When I went out to attend a call we were eating lunch in our classroom. I was contacted by Toobawes when I was on call. Do you know this girl?
They both asked me . You're talking to what we're drinking in class. I saw the girl pointed them out. I knew they were the varpoantang towards Rhea. They were asking me his name. I tried to avoid the topic. I told them some def-ferent names. No, it's not his name. His name is something more he hates me. However, I didn't revevert the
name. He left, as I showed no interest in talking to him. I sat down with Riya in the classroom. Swapnil and all were on the final bench. I was talking to Riya when I saw them back outside the door aginstandaing. They were calling me . I ignored them. I continued with Riya . Rheawas told me about his brother's education and we were
talking about our busy home. Wewere had a good time. Suddenly he entered the classroom and came near me. They came close to us both . I wanted to keep them away from them. I thought they would ask his name or anything. But nothing happened to the lainkhat. They came close to me and asked me what your problem is I could
answer before he hit me hard and ran away. I was shocked. In a part of a second, The Athappind and they ran away. Everyone looked at me. samir So, let the supalama walk against me. They were surprised too. Riya just kept watching me. He did not convobethet It was happened. Who were they, and why did they kill me? What
happened? Who were they? Did you say anything? Samir asked me I really don't know. When I went out to attend a call, they came back. He said about meabout and he went. I ignored them at that time. This time he came and before I could do Sainithong, he just hit me. I got hold of him and he waited so hit him. But he turned away .
What the end is. Someone will come and hit you like this. Let me look at this. Sameer said i don't even know. I don't even know their names. I was disappointed. We went out of the classroom to find them. Yet we could not find them. We entered the classroom of attending this lecture. Everyone was worried. Riya was watching me
constantly. He was a mordastorbad. They knew he had hit me because of that. He had some guilt in the eyes. I don't have to focus on lectures and worry i'm his age. Sameer and I decided to take some action. The next day we knew that the person who was hotmy was called Rishi . He was the son of some local minister near the college.
We did not care. We organized for a group of boys to hit him back. Riya was unaware of it . I kept him away from it. I didn't want to get him in trouble. We waited out the college door for him to come. After a while we saw him coming. As he knew I went away from the group. Sameer called him and asked what happened the previous day at
Hamohat College. He said nothing about me . I went to The New-Rettham. He saw me and remembered me . The commander did you think you would hit me and run away. I'll do nothing. I don't care about Vahviav. Dare you look at Reya again and ask about if I will kill you. I over-acolyd my voice. Sameer came forward and hit him. He
attacked us also . But we were in a group of 8. We hit him badly. He fell on the road. We were still hit him. Sameer Stopedoroni as he got up I hit him and said alert you. He immediately forgave and acknowledged that he was not the son of the minister. He was only the first year to be a disaster in front of students. He also said that he
would never look at Riya and there was no vovdtorobli in college. He made us feel proud. I didn't describe a word to ria about it. He was calling me when I got out of college. I said my phone was silent and apologised but on. Riya was also concerned about the incident. I comforted that everything was normal and he wouldn'ttroutle us
again. He smiled and we went for the practices. We gave him a wicked smile because we reached the practical hall. The college event was about to start in 2 days. We were all motivated. I was happy, because the Beno lecture would take more time. Ria and Decided to participate in a few days on which The Tahariori traditionally And sari
day. For the rest of the time we'll be somewhere together. Dark day. We were all explaining to wear something in black. I've got that black really blatheradhar color. They should wear something different. I want my life to look the best . He'll bestower me from his eyes. I was waiting for him near the college gate. I called him and was on the
way to that college. As he used to contact me, I was left in the state. She was wearing a beautiful outfit with a high neck. It was short, barely for knees. She was an absolute beauty to be little. We went to college and met everyone. They decided to go with each other. We moved away from college and went to a restaurant. We had
pavbhaja as always. It was time to enjoy and have fun. Every day there was something in it. The day of sari came next. This includes competition to choose a massaperisher. The girl has got more and more roses which miss will be terrible. Riya looked absolytyligoraguus in her blue sari. And his browse was back to low. I loved it. We did
not wait in college. Wanted to spend time alone with Iwanted. We went for grant of Lane, Washa. You look great. I can't believe I'm very lucky. I said, 'You are looking for some little saxy in your lion' Love you too. He said. We spend some time in Grant Lane and returned to college. When I got to college I saw Tahotsamy giving some
roses to the girl and she rejected it. They tried hard to convince him. I felt like a mad forceman. The day we waited for a long time. It is an annual day. Last day of celebration. We hada fashion show, dance and dj night too. There was a competition of chilly food on stage. Maksumochalis was each forced to take part in me. I was going
crazy. Everyone was forcing me a lot . Agree to participate. I went on stage. There was another boy with me. Announced the anchor. You both have to eat as many chillies as possible in a minute. The winnings will get a 1000rs. Your time starts now. I started eating. I was getting a feeling of burning. What the end is. I wanted to leave. I



wanted to do the saithi washroom. I could not handle the pressure. The match is over. I got lost. I had no chance to win. Please let me go to the washroom I said everyone came close to me. My mouth was burning. I drink a full bottle of water and went to the washroom. The most really great is you need to release a presseoohan. I felt
calm . You additus. I am bad . Give me more water I said to everyone. Drink my baqaha . I can feel what you're going to be. I am loving him . Riya had to laugh . I was not able to laugh. The feeling of burning from both the sides was really hurting my heart out. But it was fun. We really enjoyed the day. Riya was with me . My Were with me.
We had a lot of fun. Today I realized I was complete. I had good friends, my love, my college life, which Wants and mo-mants that everyone wants in their lives. Meeting Rhea's friends Neha and Riya were together from school days. In the same school, Israa transferred Navi Mumbai to certificates and now to the same college. Since they
were in different parts, they didn't communicate too much though. During the ceremony, they were in the same branch knowing The Tathihi when they got in touch. Riya told me, he was good friends during school days, then Neha Shiftedto for 2 years, and now he was back in Mumbai at the same college. Once we were just running near
the depot we saw it. Riya called him and introduced us . Hey, it's a good time to meet him. We are from the same division and we both love each other very much . Hello, udte, avoid it. Don't regret it later. He said it's homeoously. Don't worry, I'll never regret it. And the day I am sorry that I will call you , and tell you , You are a sin . Even I
continue in the same mode. Riya saw me through the right of his eye. I regret it. We all laugh. What's with you? What about your relationship with Amit. She asked him . Oh, you still miss it. very good. I thought you had deleted it from your memory. Crazy. How can I do. He loved you so much. How is he now? Does he see that? I have
n'tseen him for the last 3 years. Lucky you. I'm waiting for it. He's coming in 5 minutes. From his conversation, I know that he also lived in the same area where Riya and Nehahwad are. He used to love Neha during school days and their relationship started after school but in Hyderabad niyamoavuda, he lost touch. Now they were both
together. True love I thought. After lawangsiparaital for 2 years, they are now with each other. I liked him . There he is. Neha pointed at him . He was too far. We could see it clearly . When they came close , he observed it carefully . He was tall. Taller than me. Maybe 5.10 feet. He was dark . Strong body. A very strange shirt though. Pink
color. Black skin looked pink on funny. I thought he saw a homosexual. He was wearing colours on his hashes . Black again. Low-waist edit eduis that was torn. Shoes Looked Like The Naiki I Think. He had built height and height. This is amit. My soul , my soul , and my soul , and my soul , He took hold of his waist and could not believe
him nearby, what is Rea? oh my god. Where were you for many years? Iam looking at you after a long time. Amit looked amazed at him. What that means is how many years you were for. My heart was running on it. He's mine. You can hear, oh gay, that's mine. Why do you observe it ? My good . You've changed a lot. Really. When I last
saw you 3 years you slim warsaw. You've put on weight. Good muscles. Good. I saw my muscles. I'm unsafe Because I didn't do any. Do muscles mean everything? Why do you need a muscle? If you look smart, intelligent and you have power Why Shouoldiao muscles are needed. Also why do you need muscles so you can understand
what your girl wants from you? My heart went away again. Hey all of you. Even I'm here. Can you all see me? See him. This is qazi... My soul. Everything i have. I love this limit. Riya finally int'r-do-ka-dami. I said a strange hello to him. The response was no different. It was the same as me. Maybe they think why Riya loved me. I wanted to
tell him because I was not like gays were wearing such pink t-shertko. However, I didn't talk. Preferred to talk to gays. What was going on for me? Why was I so disappointed? I told myself to calm down. Ria Wasmary Maybe I felt unsafe because he had praised someone in front of me. But somewhere I said , I am his soul . I felt better.
Where are two of you going? We're going to do something in the restaurant. Do you want to join it? He asked them . I saw Riya in anger . Why do you want two of them? Let them go your way. We'll go your way. I want privacy. I don't want to have you behave with both of them. I looked like a stranger to three of them. Meet all school
friends. I hated it more. Well. We will join you. Agreed on Neha and Amit. Wonderful. Best. Bloody aditus you understand that Rea just told you not formally. Which is goingto from the pay bill. I will not pay a money each. Amit pays it. He wanted to join us. what the hell? The Rayalokada He knew I was thinking. He gave me a sweet smile.
They didn't even want him to come. Surely, the fool would be stupid. Who can change them? We ordered some snacks. There is no oil food in Amit. He is aware of health. Neha added. Oh really, so what can we do. Keep your image in your exhibition as a show piece. A healthaconskonsavos man. I said to the vitor the purpose. I am
apavabhaja. I said something more head to him. He added. Yes, put some more oil. I like chicken food. They are all hatred for me . My hand under the ria table. I looked at him and gave a smile. He knew what I was trying to reveal. They were chat about school days. I was silent . What should I have said? Once again, Neha Sutratedhota
my amit stuff... We have to go early. This time for my amit's gym. He paid with his short hair. I was burning. I was losing control. Riya was blocking me all the time. It made me calm. My mother, my soul, and my soul. I thought they were his possikat or some pet. Yukksss..... It was hate. We left after a while. I hate him , i know . Why do
they need to join us? You know I don't like it all. In The officers said, I'm not a man He was always just an answer. A kiss. He kissed me on the street. Little kiss. But it was quite calm for me. But I hate it. Surprise Day 26th February. Ria and I had decided to spend the whole day. It was my first birthday with him. We decided to go for lane
grants. Was. Erwal met a second by11am at the depot. We just went by. He had two surprises for me. I was encouraged, I want it to be special. Just as the left Erwal depot, he gave me a white rose. There was such a sweet moment. I was real-litovicad by that moment. Why know the white rose? I asked him . We had fought in the last few
days because of a white rose that I really didn't want to fight in the future. He kissed my hand. You're a beloved. You are an angel I was really sifted by his first gift. Such a special way to express the love of toexpress... 15 minutes gone he was taking something from his bag again. I'm carefully monitoring it. I was looking and smiling. Now
what? How many gifts have you brought? I was motivated. Be patient. Close your eyes, he closed my eyes. He asked me to open and as I opened them, there was a black pink rose at that time. It was Moritowichang. He was really making my day beautiful. What is this? I didn't know the importance of black pink roses. It's thank you.
Thank you for what you did for me. Whatever you are doing for me and being with me . It's out of the world. Something, which was unbelievable. There is a dream. Thanks. I was the hawk. I kissed him on that song. We reached Grant Lane. As we sat in the auto, he then put his hand in the bag. Now what? Is this a dream? Hey, you said
you only had 2 gifts. What is this now? I was almost dancing. He removed it from the bag. It was a lavender color rose. It was a dream for sure. Third rose, tahelast in 40 minutes. Why did he love me so much? What is the life? When did you plan all this? You just enjoy your birthday. I will make it special . You've already made it to life.
What does this color mean? It means love at first look. I loved you the day before. From the day, our eyes entered the classroom in Meituan. I started loving you from that day. I want you to be mine by the tatmomant. Love you. We got off the auto and there he was in front of me with a yellow. I'm a howikared now. I just can't believe my
eyes. I just went close to it. We embrace each other so strongly that everyone looked at us . Wedid didn't care. This time I knew the meaning of yellow roses. That means he cares for me. He made me work. a lot. It was the best hug he gave me yet. We entered the garden . We sat on a bench. I was just looking into his eyes. He saw the
special today. I wanted to forget every little fight I had with him. I wanted to forget all those times I had doubted him. I kissed him. First time kissing him, I closed my eyes. At that time he did not close his eyes. As I opened my eyes, I did Saw the red rose on the stool, which was placed with me. He loves you so much. I love more than
anyone can. Who can be many girls In the future you. Surely, the trustmy will not get you a girl who can do all this for you. And I'm not doing that I'll do that I'm the best but I'm doing it because you're the best. You are the best possible thing in my life. My love is growing day by day . Let's get married. A sweet smile and he can't know that
We can't. However, I want to stay with you for 24 hours. Get up from time until you sleep. I caught it. I'm just overly overiting it. I could not control me but I got a little bit on his lip. He called out. That's L'Ovedat. It was wild. But he made it wild... He was mine. He was just mine. No one can do it in his life now. We were both lost in the world.
I went for some food. I ordered the Vegas chili and asked him to bhangat in the garden. I went to the bench. When I reached the bench, I saw that he had a keke with a wax ing. He wrote to his sweet beloved Bakaho. 'At that time I could not stop my tears. They stood up and came near me. He gave me the warmist-hon. Every moment
was special. We sat down and I cut my birthday cake. I put the 1st piece in the forkangle mouth. He was not able to talk. He did the same to me. It was a little chack. We shared it. I later had to eat the cone and the weg peppers I had with my head on my lap. I was looking into her eyes and she was crying. I could not stop my tears. I saw
the time. It was 4pm. We had gone to sleep for about 2 hours. I checked my luggage. They were absolutely right. His head was on my right. I did not get it. I wanted to see her sleep. At the previous occa he did not make me vocan. It was my turn. After 15 minutes, he woke up. He gave me a mornangsamali that when we wake up in the
morning we usually give. John, 4:30 of it. We sleep for 2 hours. Thank God that our goods are safe . I've said it. oh my god. what are you saying? let it be. We have the whole day. Let me show you something. Another ? I'll fall on the grass. Many gifts. Many surprises. Bakiha coffee. I'm already full of gifts. So why do I love so much? For
you are special . He took a plastic bag and said it. It was a T-sheet. Green T-sheet from Pepe Jains. It would be expensive. Where did he get so mumoney? However, it was special. This time I have no words to explain what I felt. Now it was my turn. It was my turn to give him something. He did a lot for me. Iwould now. Even I had a few
things in mind for the evening. We left Grant's Lane about 5 pm and went to a restaurant. I had already searched for this restaurant oninternet. I had informed the manager about all the arrangements. We reached the destination. O'Neill. I asked him to wait. I went in and with the manager Confirm. I called Riya inside. It was dark . It was for
a long time. It had two tables which give the couple supplys. The. Three sides were surrounded by the ply and it was a round table inside with touchers with white covers. There was a finsy wax on it and it happened to him except him. There were some people. However, we had privacy. It was a light-light meal. At that time the tears were
moved in his eyes. He loved it. He's so tight my hand that it hurt me. I knew he wanted to kiss me hard but could not have been because of the people around us. We sat at his desk. I asked him to play our special song... See the talyings and sleep. As the song began, he could not stop himself. He kissed me. Love it? I know it's nothing
compared to what you did today. I said no love, you are the best. If I collect all the gifts I gave you they were nothing in front of what you just did. Still my surprises were not yet. 1 surprise left. I didn't tell him what Smallada did. We left the restaurant after dinner and reached Grant Lane Station. It was something that could go against me .
However, I wanted to take the risk. I wanted to do something from someone. The train reached Erwal, riya was about to go down. I stopped him and said nothing to him. He said he was late. Yet I asked him to come with me. We reached our area , and then the apartment in my house . Mom opened the door. He was surprised to see Riya
and me with each other. Alone in the mother's house. We sat in the hall. Mom brought us a glass of water. I said... Mom I love Rhea. I love him so much. We love each other so much. My mother was surprised. Riya was almost dead. It was the last surprise of the day. The maximum nervous session was over 30 minutes and still quiet in
the room. I was sitting on a sofa. Mom and Rea were sitting on each other's couch. Mom saw me occasionally and sometimes in Rhea. I was trying to look into my mother's mind. He didn't allow me to do that. I broke tihisalanka. Mom has something to say. Please. I really love it. My mother was always frank with. We shared a relationship
that was nothing less than friendship. I wanted to support him. I wanted him to accept Riya as his girlfriend. Is this your age? Do you know what love is? Bunking colleges and surrounding rooming, watchingmovie, hand in hand... Do you think it's love? Mom I don't know what it is. However, I like it. I want him to be with me . Do whatever
you want. What can I say? He was worried. Riya pointed at me to go in. Without saying anything, I went. Maybe i'll talk to Mum Rea with The Franchise or it might be the other way too. I had a strong belief in ria. When did it start? What exactly happened? And you have your How far have I gone? MyMum asked Rea. I was behind the
door. I could hear everything. I know I can be wrong. You've seen more life than we have. However, we have made each other sarwasilya. I don't know when it happened We're in a relationship with November. He is a helpyin my education. It helped me in every possible way too. He is very good to me . I don't love it or not. But... You're
both together from November. I had asked Udteya that the Otorakshao driver had come. I just knew from that day. I never said what the driver said about you. He told everything you were doing in the rickshaw. I didn't tell it, as I wanted him to con up on his exams. What are you both? First of all you learn to earn money then you can do all
the tihesithongs. I know that's not age for everyone. Now if you try to separate the two, these will be the affyctoor semester. Don't worry, I'll take care of it. Seriously, I will not give him the sadietrock frumstodis. Please trust me. My mother smiled. I wanted to hug him. She first got me up daily with a loveheart and a friendly spirit... Even he
is the first one to accept my rhea as he is. I love my mother. I love Riya too... I went out and could not hide my happiness. So, hear everything behind the door. I'm your mother. So be not foolish before me . I was happy to see Sahihoghad and me happy. He still told me that education was the first priority and everything remaining should
be left to The Whyalitodyang. I accepted whatever he said. After all, he accepted my ria. Riya was very happy. We left For A while for Galilee and then Rhea home. I left him went near The Gatita. It was something different at that time to see the house go. Something, that brought security in me. Compared to any skin we had seen each
other, we liked each other. No sooner, we liked each other's Kaniwatch. No sooner, we knew each other respect each other's behavior. No sooner did we respac-ted we appreciated each other. Then we loved each other . No sooner were we in front of my mother of each other's deep love. And our relationship went another step further. I
dreamt of engaging with him. A hall is full of family and friends. They will ask me the wedding when I want... I'm not answering anything special. However, that will make your husband makimi. Mom do you really love Ria? I wanted to know the truth. Yes I love it. I think she's the only girl who can make you better. However, as I said the
study is the first priority. Anyway she's beautiful. Sweet and we go well with each other to respond to it made my birthday special. I got a gift from my parents. Rea. I got to college in my moments to remember. The next day. Riya gave me in Mornananget, some domestic work will be late. The second lecture started. Riya was still at home.
He made me leave college and come to his house after age. In Was. I knew there was no oneat in his house that morning. The lecture is over, I left college and reached this I'll come in. What if the watchman asks me anything? I called him. No problem, he will not ask anything. Come in. He said and kept the phone. I went. He opened the
door. I entered her house to see Amit and Neha. Not again. I said unto myself , I said , I am not a man . They were eating chips . Was it not oil now? The fool shall be foolish . I went straight into the kitchen and Found Me. what is this? What are these two here? They are here to celebrate your birthday. I told Neha in the morning and told
her what happened yesterday. So they said we both want to celebrate our birthday. It's funny. It was my birthday. These two want to celebrate it? And if they want to be a taqlibaty , is hell giving them a party ? Please... They are good. Let's go out. Ria pulled me out. He wished me a happy birthday. They looked good with each other as a
couple. However, he is the orifonani. Maybe I thought this first impression was bad. I was unsafe in his company. I feltlift. Ria was in the kitchen preparing some food. Neha also went in and made this burning memorable. I was sitting alone with Amit. We were watching TV. I didn't talk to him. He didn't try to talk to me. We didn't ignore
each other. He was safe and that's how I was... Also this ayatid. I wanted to be alone in my girlfriend's house and there she was sitting in front of me at home. Instead of spending some quality time with my girlfriend, I was with my school friend and Hasgarlfriaand. He asked me for water. I saw it but didn't blow. I wanted to tell him that it
was my Rhea's show. I can do anything I want. Riya and Neha came out as soon as they were almost ready with the food. Riya was making food while Nehavas had helped him. I hope you've got a good time. Rea said unto me , And he said unto me , And he said unto me A gay... I said it in my mind. The biggest mess was that he made
nokia cell phones. N Series. Pink color in. oh my god. It was very serious... Rea came and sat down with me . I caught him at his waist and he's comfortable against me. Amit and Neha des-Cossaing were something we could not hear. I did not care about it . So how is your love life? Amit asked Riya with a big smile on his face. I hated
that smile. You can't see, we're crazy in love with each other. We can't live without each other. I love him very much . His answer brought a big smile to my face. You're about what I asked Neha. He can talk to his girlfriend so just to show off I can do the same. Even we both love each other. It's been a tough journey for us. Yet we are
together . This Gavesus Satisfaction Neha replied I love him very much too. Amit added. For the first time I answered it Was not. Not too disappointed. I was observing their eyes. They loved each other seriously . We decided to play the card. Young Young Card shofalad and three cards for each. I saw my card. I had three square cards.
We put in a minimum bet of Rs. 10. For the first goal, no body packs their cards. Second is Roondabegen. Rea packed and so did Neha. Now Amit and I were left. That encouraged me more. I raised the condition for Rs. 20. Amit added. I still consider this by adding rs 20. You will be lost. I gave him a hard look . do not worry. Let's check it
out. I demand a show. He said. I showed him my card one by one. I told you you'd lose. Daant I ? See your face. He showed me the first card. It was the queen of the heart . I saw the queen of my heart . I wanted me to not do this card. I could have had this card to lose. He showed me another card. It was Queen Ofspadi. Two indori. It
made me nervous. It was not a question of a few rupees but of the question that was better between us. He also showed the third card. It was a jocker. I got lost. Friends, don't be confident. I didn't tell you anything. Still I won. It's a real game. You win you veto without saying a word. It gives satisfaction. He got and raised himly. I hated him
seriously. I wanted to win. I ignored it. It was just a game. However, I didn't forget what he said. Friends, don't be confident. I didn't tell you anything. Still I won. It's a real game. You have a twin without saying a word. It gives satisfaction. It was lunch time. Both girls Amit and I went inside to manage things to leave. At that time I took the
initiative and asked him, how is college going? I kept the card clearly during this saying. Perfect. What about you? There is nothing special about it. So you love Neha or it's just for sex. I thought he hit me. The question was not to ask. However, I did. He laughed and said, I really love him. It's a long time now. They laughed more. I
answered. I knew what I wanted. I felt their intentions from that day I saw it. Your parents know about it? I was eager to hear his answer. not yet. But let's see. Our parents are strict. Neha's father will kill her if she gets to know all the Thesithongs. They are against all issues and all. I agreed with what they said . I've seen such parents. Not
everyone is lucky as I am. I was serving him carefully. Something was going into his mind. I wanted to read it. One thing to believe. This guy can't love anyone. The way they laughed was strange. If anyone asked me to thotaqistaon , I did not leave it . Yet I ignored, as not everyone is the same. Riya came out with food. Neha traffic behind
her. I was waiting to taste it as I made fish made by Ria for the first time. Rea serve us all . He was serving when he looked very sweet. A perfect wife. Wife. Sat Besadymi. I was looking at it. He gave a smile. He understood why he was looking at him. He stopped my hair... We started eating. It was delicious. I have no words to explain its
taste. Wonderful. Riya sutratedfidaing me and I did the same. He liked it? He knew I liked him but he always liked to hear it. Appear. I can't show how it is. But very good. You have a great cooking. When suddenly Pogo channel was published he was changing tv channels. I told him we told him to stop. Are you a child? My brother keeps
watching him too. Riya laughed . Do you not call me bakhaha ? Then I'm a kid. I love this show. I love Bob Builder. I smiled like apid. Stupid. Wait I'd get you rice. He went into the kitchen. Hey Qazi... Why do you like this show? Amit asked me . I didn't answer him. Just my head was nod. He should take care of The Shqtaman , or he may
be . Bluedemsclass... Or I thought Amit-Builder. Funny. Ria serve me rice. It was that . He never meeat with his hand. They used to feed me with a spoon. I used to eat more rice because of it. I loved seeing his eyes when he fed me. She looked beautiful. Riya fulfills all the needs because he guided me on the right path, anointed my tears
and tried makimi to feel happy when I feel less and dissed. I always felt like telling him that I never loved him much more than I had found the same way to give. After lunch, we went to the bedroom. I wanted to talk to Riya. I wanted to spend some qawalatomy with him. Amit and Neha were in the hall . We closed the door of the bedroom
and sat on the bed. John, you have a great cooking. I loved it. I placed it in my lap and appreciated it as the bed brought. Thanks. I'm afraid you'd love to. Now I'm glad you loved it. Now I can marry you. Marriage? So initial ? I asked yes. I want . He was serious. But it was too soon.... They started showing me her pictures and some soft
toys. Her clothes and her skirt. I loved a mini skirt. It was a sandand and only half covered his thighs. It was very simple with some black design on it. I asked him to wear one. He refused that the other two were sitting outside . Change here. I'll close my eyes. I will not change you I closed my eyes. You had the courage to open your eyes
he was changing me into thinking. My eyes were closed . I could not open my eyes but I will open your skirt for sure. I am a filtered. I was the best at it. At least I'm tidbits. From here... Yours Open He said and gave me a killer look. I was almost dead seeing him. My heart gave a beat. It always happened. He had changed the top too. It
was his new top. My weakness . Red. I could not resist me. I pushed him to bed. As we face each other, hear, Maria-Irene, has her eyes close with her, and said, you are you. very good. Your body is a wonderful one. He was playing with my little son. It was the first time we were together on a bed. It was the warmest moment. The first
time I got the bath with Riya, my shirt was near my ear anywhere between the indonspapaing, my jains, that whisper, you're all soft, his voice was steady and soft. His words were a supphery mixture of tender. At that moment my hands were safely wrapped around behind him and my son, Agasthers, was pressed. Later, as we face each
other, listening to John Meyer, he closed his eyes with me, Lyanidan, and said, you do a good job. You became more mischief-ruping in the wish I take you in the air. You make me feel so good that saaghad... Next time I'm taking you on a hobby horse I hugged him and we put each other together. The first time I had a good sleep. She
looked fresh after making love. His face is goutad. There is a responsibility that we can never forget both. We went out and I decided to leave. All three of us left home. I was tired and did not want to travel by train. I decided to go by Otorock-Shaw. I still felt like i was in the rea's well-being or so. Its aroma, its body, all the expression of the
hentedyme. We reached heights, in fear of losing this extension, made a pat on each other. Indapulsesirang after loving each other in the most in-close ways; Physically, mentally and emotionally, a living breathing spirit is indemand, I did not want to let go. I had no desire to break this bond and that we would be happy to sleep with our
weapons and turn each other around and shut our bodies. When Ria called me I was about to reach home. I picked up the call. I'm so much lacking that within 20 minutes you called me. Love you, I said as I picked up the call. John, listen to me 1st. It's instant. Please come back what happened? Something serious? Are you okay? I said
in a sordid voice. Yes, his serious image has met an accident. He fell off his bike. They left home Neha and that's where he was going home, he fell. Threw his bike. Neha had called me now. Please come back. We are taking him to the hospital. We're on the way. Sector 20. Okay. do not worry. I am coming. I hated it but still for the sake
of Riya and Neha, I had to go. I asked the driver to stop. I paid it, took it down and then moved to Erwal. I reached the hospital. There was The Standing Of The Day. Neha had a cry . I tried to console him. He was not serious . They were amananda in their hand . I went in to see him. How do you come here? He was surprised to see me
in the hospital. Maybe he knew I did it. Rea called me. I've done anything So come to see. However, you start getting well. Just a minecraft. Okay? I had a look at his hand. Ya type. Maybe 20 days to recover. I was driving slowly but... Okay. Take comfort. I'm not a man. be careful. Shall I leave? I'll come again tomorrow. I'm late now. I
toreach every house. I left it as said. Ria was waiting outside. I can do it. He was worried. I told them to go home as their parteses. It did not look good. We all left the hospital. I left them and went home. I was already late. I told the mother what had happened. I just said my friend had met an accident. Mycolage friend. If I told him
everything, he asked more questions. The next morning I got to the hospital. Amit's didi was with him . I asked him how he was feeling . He smiled. When are you exiting? I asked him . Maybe tomorrow. The doctor will examine me today and then he will decide. I hope i'm accused of it today. There are no taxi nurses here. We all laugh.
Amit's Didi asked me to wait and he went home. You are very lucky. He seemed upset. Why. Any problem? What is the case? You have a good girlfriend like this who cares for you. You're a lucky guy. He added. When I asked her in detail, she started to tell me about my love life. Neha has not called me after night. It's already 11am. Is
this the way to behave? He does not care about how much feeling, which I want. He could sleep till tomorrow. However, she was asleep and she herself is around12am. This is not the case with you. I'm sure if something happened to you, the case would be different. I seriously love Neha but she does not return it. I understand his family
is stractobut still these things can be worked out. He gets close to all the boys the way I would. Henniora call him in the afternoon, he says he's busy with friends. I wait outside your college for hours and does not sahistal bunk a lecture. Yet I'm with him, as I love him. But you are lucky. Riya is a darling. He can't do it all. He had taken
another bed with me, Justo would stay in the hospital with me. However, as I said, not everyone could have been rea. He was mine . Look at Amit, do you seriously love it? Now Let me tell you clearly, I've been watching you for a day already and I've met you. I think you're not all serious; Instead, you just want it in bed. I know the beast
how far and how deep you belong but I think she's a good girl. Do not compare with anyone with anyone. If you love it, don't expect anything. Just go on to love it. Qazi I'm not with him for sex. I could get it for 1000rs. I want her love. He is notad-gwang me. I don't think he loves me. However, they have different priorities. These are
thongshorts. Say At heart, I felt that he really loved Neha. I should give him a chance. But I was mistaken for the Notbalivi Neha. He looked good to me. There was no point in thinking any methods soma. I decided to give Amit a chance. Friend? I The hand of friendship towards him. I long ago as a friend you understood he answered by
hand-in-hand. We looked at each other and smiled. Neha entered the room. It was 12 o'clock. I said , Let them both leave them and . Riya was in college. I was coming of age to him that I was coming. Some ideas like this are the domain to my mind. Was it a true friendship hand or were some projects going into their minds? I ignore. 7
promise was deleted on Thursday. He was allowed to go to Kollyacanavo. He still had a bandage on his hand. But it was not serious. Four of us decided to go to Tochuupati on Saturday. I asked Swapnil, Sameer and Anup even if they were coming. Some work samer. He refused. Swapnil and Anup were ready to join us. We were waiting
at the ticket counter on platform No. 1. I introduced Amit and Neha to everyone. And they formally speak to others . We got the window seat. We had to get down in CST and we decided to togo by taxi from Chuupati. Amit, are you wine? Swapnil asked him. There was no need to ask this question but what was required was howitud
Swapnil had their pink shirt. I lightly outed and asked him to close. However, he did not listen. He asked the same question again. No, I don't smoke too. Amit said that he would have his hand on the shoulder of Nehas. Good man. You start being mom's boy. Anup included. I was enjoying it all. I didn't stop them. However, When He Said I
Wanted To Stop Neha At That Time He Is My Image. He will never do things i don't like . Amit saw me. I thought he wanted to say he could do anything for him but still he was unsatisfied. Until we reached, they continued. We were looking for taxis . Amit and Neha cameby by taxi and the rest of us in the other. We reached Chuupati .
Everyone who started to walk as I first were looking at the beach. We had itad beaches many times. However, it was a different experience with friends. We sat on the beach. I was not interested in going into the water. The beaches of Mumbai are not clear because of what they used to do. I already had Farrad and my favorite paaobhaja.
Amit and Riya joined . Neha and others feel the feeling of the Varisavwarang sea. Amit what will you have? She asked him . Nothing I could eat. I don't like eating junk. I knew this answer. I took all my frustration on it Abe b** *d, are you crazy? Or are you crazy? You are a Galladrag winner or you are Salman Khan. What's wrong with you'.
Eat my own father, do not act smart. Ria kept watching me. He was surprised to see me walk in Amit. We saw each other. Riya laughed too. We had given bhaja and pani pat puri. Ria required ice cream too. I'm about the Vindrahi Girls Ice Cream Crazy. Maybe they want to waste their premium money. Hey Amit, come on we'll go for a
walk. Neha called out from a distance. Thank you He felt I was here too. I thought he would enjoy himself because he wanted us to leave. I could understand what Amit should feel. Riya pushed Amit and said, Togo . He left. We were on our own. I thought the water was swapnil and Anup were still. I can't set up. I thought they had gone for
a smoke. Even I felt like it. However, Riya was other than me. I ignored the ordeal. We even went for a long walk. Holding hands, looking at each other, leaving the world behind all around Justlowy... Romantic air full. I was running close to it that we hardly had any space between. John how much do you love me ? She asked me . I got
down on my knees once again and at the time Of The Saadlast I suggested to you in front of five people, today I present you to 1000 people. I've been growing the day by you and faster than that. I still feel crying when you touch me. I still feel that this is my foreskasis when I kiss you. I love you. I love your lustious lip. I love the nature of
your care. I'll tear him in the sea. The day someone will get this tear from the sea, I will stop loving you. Another way of doing this. I've got that call. After a while, we left. Neha and Rhea Nareman wanted to go point and purchase The Colaba. It's about 3pm. We tried to convince them that it was far away at that time . Surely, that's what a
girls can argue. Finally, we decided to go to the taxi. We reached Colaba after a while. Colaba had several small shops where we could get something from shoes and sandals. Want to buy Neha's shoes while buying The Rheawanted friend. John, please make it fast. I hate walking for some reason. I said unto Rea, Riya gave me an
angry look and kept on walking. We went to a few shops but both the girls did some notalocky. We guys decided to go somewhere more. We told Neha and Riya that they could join them, we'll be meeting them in a while. We go to Theatra. Amit you don't really smoke or you said it because Neha was with you? Asked them , I am serious .
I never tried and don't want to try. He replied. Brilliant dude. Why do you need money? No smoking. No smell. No sin. Neha's cheapest premium In Gothi City Waspniil said this and we all laugh. Amit, what your 1st sem result. Swapnil asked him. 3kt fly, mecanex and mathematics 1. How can you get a kit? I mean you attend college and
classes regularly. You don't have to pass like us at any time. Anup said oh stop this dude. Stop talking about fucking engineering. It disappointed me. After some time, Riya called me and said, 'Buy them. It was. We went near Shopohery they were standing. I loved him that he had bought for himself. He also bought me the onnet shirt. It
was cool. He gave me a sweet smile thank you John. I love you so much I put my hands on his shoulder. We went to Mc And everyone was a burger. It was already 6pm. We decided to go . How are we going to ask Amit. One thing, you go, everyone, Ria and I will come directly by the taxi. I looked at Riya and he was head-on. I just
wanted to be alone with him. I wanted to end the day of spending some time with him. They agreed and decided to go by train. He left. No wonder? He asked me eyes open. No one knows. I just want you and I to be together. Nothing more. Let's leave I took the bag and sat in the taxi. I put the back of the plastic bag. Hey, do you want this
taxi driver to come into your house too and tell your mom the roomingaround around you? Riya smiled at me. do not worry. I could not forget it at this time. Yet Riya kept the bag except him. Ria started asking meabout about our future. John, I want to marry you. He kissed me on my lip by saying this. It's his normal trick to make me
Beukof and accept whatever he wanted. Surely, marriage? I thought from day one we were moving rather fast. How can I get married so soon? It is not possible. John please. He requested me. Are you going to know crazy? What marriage and all? Is it a joke? It'snot that funny. Do you mean you will not marry me? Is it so? He called on
me. What could make this inaccuracy was not funny. Finally, I decided I didn't want to end the day with a war. I told the driver that we should take Dadra. Why Dadra? What has happened to you now? His late... Stop and don't argue. I kissed him on my lip. The best way to keep someone's moutaclosad is to be We reached Dadra . I rented
the driver and asked Rea to walk with me. We were the Newarplaza bus stop. I told him where we were going . Why are we going to Sadhawaniak Temple now ? We could have come a few days later . What was the need now? What is going on in Yuormand? We're married as I said she was surprised. He got cold. John... I was not
serious. How can we get married? Why, do you want to marry me now? If you want to come with me at this time. We are not inglegal marriage. However, we will take seven promises to God as in a marriage. 7 paheri. Ihave decided 7 promises will be made. Are you ready? He kept watching me for a while and then gave a huge smile. The
world was in his eyes. Acolyd feels he had changed my hand in a few seconds. It was more understanding. I loved it. We reached The Sadhawaniak Temple. We entered the heckal and blessed . Pundits allow the beast to stand close to the picture for a long time. He just pushed us away. We sat on our own in the heikal . I started to allow
it. He agreed. I asked him to take away this Goldneckaka. wedding 7 Promises in front of God. Then we will be husband and wife. Is that okay? He agreed. I took my hand in me . Promise 1. We'll always be together. I promise my soul . We will never leave each other. Promise me that we will always be together. In this situation we will not
leave each other alone. I promise it too. I promise you I will not leave you. I will always be with you like your shadow . A shadow, be virtual with you after sunset. I will never disappear. 2 promise. We will never fight . Even if we go wrong in a decision or we have minor differences in the future, we will promise me. We will always love each
other and make each other smile. No fight I promised it too. I promised the qazi... I will never fight. Even if I think of a fight, I'm going to stop talking to you but not the fight. The handle of the fight between us. We will always love each other. . Promise 3. We will not let our love end . Even after spending years together promise me that we
will not take each other to give. We will be satallah stoihing the heat in our relationship. We will not let our love end. Whenever we feel that our love is me fading-prunamy you will close your eyes and think about all the sweet times we have had in the past. I promise it too. I promised the qazi... I will not end our love. It will never be. I just
can't think of it. You're not in my luck going through. I don't want to change my destiny. Promise 4. We will always trust each other. Whenever you feel I promise i'm hanging with someone other or whether I'm lying to you or not, you'll get this thought out of your mind. You will always trust me. I promise it too. I promised the qazi... I will
never spy on you. I will not point a finger at you. I'll always have Trustiao. 5 promise. We will always respect each other. I promise we will always respect each other publicly or privately. Promise me that you will never find me. Promise me that you will always honor me . I promise to do the same. I promised the qazi... I'll always respect
you. I promise to hear whatever you say. I'll never say you in public or private. No 6 promises. We will never bring the past between us. I promise that I will never get my past between my relationships. I don't mind whatever your past was. I don't care about it. However, I will not affect my relationship. I'll never ask you about your passat. I
promised the qazi... I'll not even ask you about your past. I will forget everything about your past. Your previous relationship. I just in my current and future I. No7 Promise We Will Not Ignore Our Education... I promise I will never ignore my education. I promise I will focus on studying and clean engineering. I promise I'll never read
sadeitrock. It is not fair. Nevertheless, I promise that I will complete my engineering and get put in some good com. I put his neck round gold necklace. He called out. Waiting for a girl at this moment. It's like mo, which comes at once But for us it will be 2 times. We stood before God, happy with each other and with many promises. Even
God had no four but The Capital was not from us. Our relationship has taught us that love is not involved in one another but in the same direction together together. We took another step forward in our relationship.... Adteya is married to Anoffakaal. The beginning of its re-inspection time. This time I wanted to study the difficulty. Seconf is
dangerous half of the year. There are chances of getting quit they can make your life hell. I was herdithas from the elders. I was almost every subject before this time including semester papers. Awaanarea had a hard education. We wanted to show people at home that our relationship would not have an unreadeffect. Rea promised my
mother. He always made me read. I could read with him he used to study himself. Even then the assembles were smooth. I didn't face any problems from the romantic professor. It increased my confidence. I wanted to show mom what this ria can do in my life. Everyone was studying at that time . Everyone was serious. One after another
papers came and went. This was our last paper. Math 2. The hardest paper insemaster 2. However, I did study for it. I did a few topics of difference equations and refacatans. I was confident of passing. We had decided to drink the whole night after this paper. I said this to Riya also. He allowed me. Engineering was the highest after a
year. We're shaved-caliber. I was not allowed to rea that we joined. If the girls were with us, pop ates had only option near the resto bar. We wanted strong beer nor beer. So, I asked him to stay back at home. I promised him That I would fulfill that day after the tomorw. The paper started. It was not good. It was a normal paper like every
year. Difficult. Yet I wrote, this topic was much needed to be cleaned up. We came out of the classroom. I'm not sure it's the end of a year in engineering. We'll go the second year. And he said, I am not a man of the lord. Seriously, I can't even believe it's the end of the 1st year. Let's get tonight with many bottlesand cigarettes. It was the
first time I was going to drink. I had never left beer before. I am encouraged. No sin is felt at this time. It was the end of the 1st year. Be in the limits, Bakhaha. Drink too much. I don't want you to use it. Please promise you will not drink too much. Okay, beloved. I will not. Promise. We left home. I told everyone at home that I would spend
the night at the same time at Samir. Our plan is to drink up to 1am and then at samir's house while asleep. Their parents were away for 2 days. It was a night of fun. It was my first night to drink. We have our homes 7pm Left around. We all decided to meet out of the bar. Sameer, Anup and Supalori already They were waiting for me. I
reached within 15 minutes and we entered the bar. Ordered two beer and snacks. The vitor put beer in my glasses. First glass of beer in my life. I'm afraid about the results. Should I or should not? I was confused. I wanted to finish an engineering year, however. Welcome everyone said loudly. Welcome to the end of a year to add Anup.
First, sip beer. It was a terrible taste. I didn't like it at all. After i drink some nuts, i'm alittle. All I was looking at. Relax. I'm a drink. do not worry. I'm stable. Yet it's just a sip. We exchange dissonant smile. College is like a fountain of knowledge – and students are there to drink. We were doing the same. We commanded two beer . Another
glass. My eyes started rolling and the body was controlled gently above the brain. I was still enjoying it. Partially stable. I was enjoying college life. Beer in the second in the ooniand and cigarettes. All smoking. I was losing my senses as I emptied the glass. With the vitor, 2 more beer and a full chicken. Swapnil ordered. Hey it's enough. I
will lose my senses. I asked everyone to keep my eyes open. Oh normal... There is just one more glass. Then you do not drink . Everyone forced me. A moriglass is full of two pieces for munching. I took a bite of a bite and ruined beer. ruined . And it continued. I was about even more than that glass 30 minutes. I light up cigarettes. Iwas
was as out of control. Qazi remember what Riya said. Drink too much. You promised it. Sameer was saying this to his body . Please rest me. I'm drunk. I'm losing control. I want puke. I was about sleeping on Tibetantsof. I call Rea , and say unto her , What are you doing . Samir was angry . Hey Samir, keep your business in mind. You
can't blackmail me by taking Rea's name. I do not care. Do whatever you want. Samir is called Ria. He said rea everything is going on. Ria called me on my cell in5minutes. Hey, John.... What do you want. Why are you calling me? You trust Sameer. However, you cannot trust me. I'm not very drunk. I'm still stable. Don't worry. I'm almost
asleep... He said I can't hear something in it. The phone threw my hand off and I went to sleep. To get me up from Samir. Brought some new to put in my mouth. They took me out of the bar. I was sitting on the footpath . Are you a fool? How were you talking to Riya. Swapnil called. Who is you to say? He's my girlfriend. What do you want
to do? Do you love him too? Do they want him, too? At that time I didn't know what I was saying. Words were just coming out. Bang. Sameer hit me my face. In the footpath Fell. Sameer didn't like that I returned a few minutes. The day was over. I don't remember anything It was the end of 1styear and my first drinking session. 1 year in
engineering was like a piece of cake. I met new friends, we enjoyed ourselves, I met my partner. Now I was waiting to start the second year. I wish it would be the same as the first year. 2ND year – Life is not the same it was not a happy start to the second year. When I got to see a checkboard to check the distribution and roll numbers, I
realized that Riya would not stay in my class. The tahasmens we can only meet in the break. I came to college late. Riya had already participated in his look. He had pyed my age. I went near my classroom. When I drink in the classroom, new faces are the varial. My eyes are looking for Rea . I entered the class after the first lecture. I
hated the third row was not Contanovosily but Rea. The whole first year I used it to look during the lecture. I toyed the mobile and gave him a misscall. Then my eyes went into the third row . Used to see riya whenever I used to give a missed call. I had everything disappeared. I disappeared all that moments in 1st year. It was painful. I'm
his age. He could not answer. Perhaps he will be the first bench sattangaon. It bothers me more. I wanted to see it at least. From the morning, I didn't callidhar nor did I see it. It was not the morning I wanted. It was not what I wanted. I wanted to . I enjoyed engineering because he was with me. Now what? I got a message from him.
Where are you? You had reached college. I am in a lecture. Meet you in interval time. I answered you john ammeditilymasis. My eyes are moving on the third row. I can't see you. :( I was waiting for her to respond but she did not. How am I sitting in this classroom? How can i attend the lecture? How can I focus? How can I laugh during a
lecture? Every question is revvedada. We were different. We didn't like it but we had to put it together. I was not comforted by all the new faces. There was no Swapnil nor was there Anup. He was in I.T. Rea. Even Samir was not with me. In this lecture, hell actually came to a tight. I was watching my watch. Time was passing like a little
kid on the road. Every whoresimad like month... I was not used to it. Maybe I was used for rea. His smile, his sweet look, his messages. I enjoy all these things during the lecture. Everything was missing. I was alone. I called Rea because the professor left the class. It was 1: 30pm. Break time. Riya did not choose the call. Thaswas coffee.
I went near his class on the third floor. My second was on. The lecture was yet goingon. It was like hours every minute at that time... 5 minutes later Over. I ran into class. Swapnil and Rhea were sitting together. I could not see Anup anywhere. I did not care. I loved The Vantedmi with me . I sat down with him. We both had tears in their
eyes. It was noon and we Even saw each other. We did not even called each other . I remembered you john. I remembered all the things in the first year. I remembered me back to take care of you. I remembered your smile. I remembered your messages. Their blocked calls. It's hard to know. I want you. How can I survive in this class? It
destroys me . I was holding his hands tight. Even I remembered you. I remembered your wicked smile and your little things. I also saw a twotimes back but you got anywhere. love you. Let's eat taffan. I've brought my favorite rice. He put a spoon of rice in my mouth. I smiled. Hey Swapnil, where anup is. I remembered you guys. The first
year was fantastic. It's about Daffa for me now. I said he's gone with his friend. Something can be done. I do not know. We will even miss you. Spikaalleria he's worried by the morning. Somewhere take it out. Swapnil Patil came to this Bakkasamyr challa. Hey guys, the result appears. Let's go and check it out. We were all in stress . Even
sem results always come with a sense of understanding. We were not konfadantabut our results. We left the class immediately and reached the library where the result was revealed. Sameer somehow went near the board. We asked him to find our names too. He came out of the hotspot and seemed upset. what happened? Did you
check the result? I asked him. We were all looking at him . Yeah, I have. I got 4 cuts in the 2nd semester and 1 cut in the 1st semester. I'm dropped for a year. That is al-Mostkared. He pumped our hearts. I'm not sure samir wasgra. I searched for my 1st ammin semester result. I was past. Even Riya had passed. Swapnil was also
approved. Anup got 1 cut. Stollcould not see my name on the 2nd semester result. As a result of samer, I was really a stress- rind. My name is Asao. 1 cut. Math 2. I can't believe it. I was good at math. I had a mark in 95 mathematics in hsCand 68 1. I wrote math 2 paper to move well. However, it failed. Mambionandrasati-completely
unexpected. I saw the result of Riya. He got 1 cut fly. Swapnil was gone. Anup was also approved. I came out and wanto samir. Hey, don't worry, we'll do something. Just walked away . I am comforted by him . I can't believe it. I failed. My papers were not so bad. I've made runs at 30s University Saqsiar. They show no mercy to the
students. This is the most suo-tinged university. He was in despair, samirsaid. do not worry. You give your papers for re-examination. Something will be. Rea said to Sameer, We went home. We ked the classes. My parents were happy with my results. I was officially in 2ndyear. Mom was also happy. I still can't believe i math Cut 2. But
maybe Sameer was right. The university is in complete disuse. Dad allowed me to take my Honda Aktawa to college. It was boring running by the train. A car vehicle Always better. Even Riya's parents were ready to buy the new two-willer. That Vantedasaquty-Vallawaah. He asked me which color looked good. My answer was red. My
favorite. Red hot and sweet sakothi valluah on a red hot and sweet girl we were both happy about our results. The only thing killing me was that I could not have been with Riya during the lecture. Second year electronics. A prison in my college. It was the worst branch in our college. The older people had warned us about this . In addition,
he also warned us about a professor who was very strict. Shinde, sir, taught electronic design. ECAD 1. The subject is also very complex. Attend the maximum lecture of the elder Toldos Shinde. Sande Sahib entered the classroom. He was not too tall. He was on the small side . Formally dressed, he has a file in his hand and he was king
of college as well as enter it. Everyone stands as he class intiradathi. He had a beer belly. Besides beer belly, he was perfect. He started taking attendance as he entered the class. I will not give up attendance at the end of the semester. So attend more and more lectures. At least 75%. Those who are less than 75% will not be allowed to
make their last offers. Rest toyou. So let's start with the subject. He said. He thinks i twice. His voice was such an effect that he had lacked pin in the non-classroom. No one has made a word in his entire lecture. They abolished the education and left-class rooms. For 1 hour, he did not smile a little. Surely he taught us well . The best I've
been since last year is seenso even though, if we were not regular then they'd be able to get our ass to be killed. I met Riya. I'm about toli khan me about it. He didn't react. He also knew that it was an important lecture. I'll tell you something serious. I've been thinking about it for the last few days. I have me on campus, And I have been on
campus. What, is there a problem? Rea hate . No problem. However, I think we should now focus on our education. This is the second year. Now that we are in this down-fucking engineering, let's do it seriously. We can see back now; Before it's late, let us study the difficulty. What you think, I'm not saying we'll stop meeting or anything
like The Tatbut about studying. I think you're right. Even I was thinking the same way. However, I can't live with you without spending some time or spending. Please don't tell me all these things. I can do something more. I can't even hold his hands and spend some time with him. We decided to beregular and started reading regularly. I
was more regular than Riya. We used to meet after break, beforcollega and college. We've had an hour After doing it together and then we had gohome. But things changed. First I bunk my last lecture and used it to meet. But now I will be able to be a nout. This. Our head of the department changed our timetable and he moved the
leprom 5pm of Shinde sir to 6pm. It made my life worse. I was used to come to college as a workamyccallus because now I wanted to attend up to 6. I told Riya about it. He was upset but said nothing. Saying that I would meet after college 7pm and then go home. He agreed. It was hard for me too. Last year Riya and I used to be very
close with each other. Always with each other. From the evening, I could see it. Even after college, we were with each other for an hour. It's impossible now. We would come together with college. But it was hardly a few minutes with each other. I used to reach home around 7: 30pm. 2 days a week I was classat 7pm. We could not find it in
the days after college. On the weekend, we had the same class math 3. It was erwal himself. I became the twovehicle to handle everything. I was stressed at the end of the day. Riya and I are used to talking during the night. They used to call me around 11pm when our parents would go to sleep. It's getting tough and tough. I could not
manage to talk to the night sometimes because of the busy schedule. Qazi it's too much. I'm not able to handle it all. Today you have to talk to me. I don't want to hear an excuse. I don't care if you're tired. I'll talk. Just listen . Please... I love you it's really hard. I'm using for you. I'm using it for your touch. I'm using your sweet talk. Please.
Finally he was in his mind to be out-there. It was expected. I know the soul . Even I want to talk. But I really fall on my bed as soon as I go to sleep that's so tired. Don't worry about that today. After thirty minutes I told him I was feeling sleepy. Well. You don't want to talk to me. go to hell. I'm so crazy to love you so much. I'm even tired of
it... You think you are just attending the lecture. Even I'm doing that. Nothing that I'm not sitting at home. Why can you create so much hype of small things? From the morning, I've not talk to you. Now you don't want to talk during the night too. Okay. Get it. God is abet you . The first time I saw him so angry. He was not wrong but I was not
used for this schedule. I was not able to handle this schedule. The lecture was boring without Riya attending. It was not all fun. Even Samir was not. Nor others. I went to sleep as soon as he put the phone down. I could not keep my eyes open. Everything was gatangoorsi. Everything seemed to be different. I got in the morning and
checked my cell. 26 By Callisand Remembered messages Oh, shit. I thought Riya went to sleep last night. I should wait for his call. But I didn't. Now it will result in a big fight. I was sure. I checked his last call. It was 4:30. I checked his lastmasamy. It was 4: 40am. I currently present It was 9am. He will not sleep at all. I called him Amadea-
Atali. The mobile that you are trying to reach is off at the time. I knew he was angry... I was. I hoped he had to talk to me. I was really much more. I put on Callanahar. No response yet. I left home to reach college. Yet he did not pick up the call. When I took the call , I took the call . Hey John... My wife... I am sorry. I thought you sleep
yesterday. I am sorry. forgive me. This wallanever redoes. I admitted my mistake. It's that it's the judge... Put the phone down. I don't want to talk to you. He said, And called. I called him again. He did not pick up the call at that time. I went to his classroom. She was sitting in the classroom . The lecture had not yet started. I somehow
convinced him to come out of classromance. He was not even looking at me. I was constantly saying sorry for it. He was a stalangiri. Finally, I took her bag from the classroom and started to walk away. What is this? Let me attend the lecture. I don't want to go anywhere. Please. He came after me. I stopped him and smiled at him. He was
not in smile mode. He was still angry, biting his lip. I said to him in that mode too. You look so sweet. You have a lot of love. I've got that call. He came with me. He did not do Talcuthouga . We were just running towards the stop. I thought of calling Amit and Neha to come with us . If two of us then I knew Riya would not talk to me. I called
Amit and said, Are you a free man? What are you doing? Nothing, I'm with Neha in Erwal. what happened? Any work? He asked me I'm going to lane grant with Ria. Are you both coming ? I saw Ria. He was denied. Kissed this song. Still this situation did not change. Amit and Neha agreed to come together with us . They just stopped
after a while. We are for them Viryuyathanang. I tried to convince Riya a lot. No use. I have a word with Riya said to Neha. I attacked Amit's age about my war. I told him to convince Neha, Amit and I got to get the time to talk to Riya. He convinced him. I was really happy to see a smile on his face. Ididn't care about neha. I hugged them
hard. I was in the seventh heaven shaved his smile. I could have died for that smile. It felt great for patch after a fight. He kissed my song and said sorry. I was in tears and said to him... Please know... Never let him again. I can't live without you. Please. You don't know if my heart was being done when you were angry. I really love you so
much. I am sorry. I will not do it again. I'm a man. Hurt ingyou. Never. love you? Always. Your defense? In heartbeat. hate you? Impossible we left for Grant Lane. We sat down in the garden. A passasaonati kiss after a big fight was really good. Another Dilara Dilara after the extimation Better. Also, feel the other's body in an open air after
a battle after a fight. Romantic was re-air filling. I was afraid for the last few hours. John... I thought I was lost to you. I was really much more. Please don't do it again. I am asleep on his lap. Bakaha... Why do you fear ? We're married now. Don't forget that. I can't leave you. I promised today that Tihesicond was never fighting each other. I
am sorry. However, I didn't do any of the oputaonyalsi you would not realize. You can never hear anyone unless you are given any proof. That's the best thing I can do. I am sorry. I even called out last night. I love you more that you love me . Mascediao He was an angel. He made his day by saying all things. Love my beloved. Neha and



Amit came to us . I got them and sat down at some place. Riya took his lunch buavat and we started eating . What with your fight? Asked Amit and smiled at Riya. Yeah it's over. We can't leave without each other. Rea replied. You have changed the law. He was not the same in school days. You have adopted it very seriously. Amit said,
Neha and laugh . What do you mean i changed it? In fact it has changed me. If he was not there I left The Wolfedhawei to make sure. I said , She was very wicked . Many of my friends liked him. However, he never used to entertain anyone other than one. I don't remember his name. Who was Riya? Amit asked, I don't remember. what
are you talking about? I didn't entertain anyone. I can't remember. The Day of The Lord Of The Lord. Remember our class picnic in Alibag. At that time you were running on the beach with this guy. And he asleep in his lap for all night . Remember? Amit said: I am not a man of the lord. Rea saw me. I saw Ria. What was Amit talking
about? Riya had never said anything. I was unaware of these things . He sleeps on some lap at Alibag Beach on the whole night. What was I hearing? What are you saying Amit. You must joke for sure? Okay? I asked him. I wanted him to say he was making fun. I am serious. I thought Riya told you about it. Forget it anyway. Let's leave.
We are the gatanatangalaity. Amit apologised to me as he thought I must know about it. He also told me not to fight him now. However, I could not stop me. Amit and Neha were running ahead of us . What is this rea? Do you sleep with someone? All night? It was a small thing that you've got me to be a notold about it.? I lost my anger. I
did not want them to listen to me. So, I walk edited slowly. Bakaha... I never sleep with anyone. Are you crazy? I just want yours How can I do this? Itwas only 5 minutes that I had asleep on my lap. Also I just rest my head on my lap. He was a brother of Laacame. I don't care about it. Who was that? Why you This from me? You told me
he was asleep with him, 'Are you crazy? I'm saying I didn't sleep with anyone and you're telling me that I've towels you. There was nothing to say. It was hardly a few minutes. Nothing serious. He was like my cousin . There were no feelings for him I didn't want to fight with him in that moment. I accepted what he said. He was almost crying
. Shall the acolyd not see his cry . I was hurt to see her. I changed the subject and pulled it near me. He's just comfortable on his shoulder. I was playing with her hair. He sleeps on my shoulder. I did it In Novaka. Thoughts were running in my mind. It was getting worse. Lectures, classes, no time tomeet, no time to call each other and talk
for hours, constant fights, and they sleep with somoniless. I decided to break all the promises i took to the Sadhavaniak temple. I wanted to see if I could get lavvathowt rea. I loved it. However, I wanted to try myself. I wanted to check my fate. I decided to break up. I decided to break with Riya. We stood in our aqtawa where Erwal came
down on. I goodbye to him and we left for home. I'm sure about breaking. Probably the worse decision I could have taken. Nevertheless, I took it. There are some things more difficult than breaking a relationship that cannot be separated. What started with mutual passion, followed by excitement and joy, became something uneasy-where
with little way for me. Whatever the reasons, it was enough for me that there was only one thing left to end The Tatbreakang. I was feeling somewhat guilty . Probably too much criminal. Which was the decision that a relationship was to break up in a very difficult position, it hurts. Origovat is finished. Maybe my relationship was a good one
for a long time and then Jostovand at that point. Maybe it was a warm, inconsomy, instant love that exploded with every raw emo. I'm his age. John, I love you. You can't imagine how much I care for you. You gave me a direction to live my life. However, the last few weeks have taken place that some conflicts are hurting me. I tried The
Movieone but it's not going to be. I think the attention we have is missing. I've made a decision... I think webath should give yourself some time. I'm not saying I'm not going to talk to you or give you a message. But we are shoulldataion shoulldata, a break. It's time to think. Let's see that we can't really live without each other. I am sorry.
Please take care of ye. He immediately called me. I saved him from the call. My heart was crying , but I had to do it . I was treanghurd to get away from him. I wanted to see if I could live without it. I did it at night Alibag was not able to do and what might have happened. I also wanted to get good score. It's hard to handle everything. He
was constantly called me and messaging me. Brought one of his messages In my eyes... You see me or when I say when I do when I have a waste when you beat your heart. What happened now? Even my heart used to leave a beat when I saw you. However, a defeat will give me a life of tears now. I'll not love it again. I'll never be a
Trustanyi again. I always love you and will wait for you. miss you. Your so-called bakaha. You unoffi wife. You kissed your ingoti , and did the good of God . I answered him again... Please don't cry John. At least it is for me. I'm not too far gone. I am still with you . Just give me some time. love you. miss you. I got to college in the morning.
It was not the same. There was no hand, which I held every day. There was no smile, which was used to make me smile daily. There were no eyes that were on me, everything was missing. I was alone. I wanted to . Still... He came to my classroom. I could see his swell eyes. He would have called out the whole night. The sahistal atears
in his eyes. Now I was feeling so much more guilty. I told him not to cry. I anointed my tears . He made him cry more. I paid with my own resin. And I saw a little smile on his face. I once again took her towels to give me a few days... I wanted to tell everyone this. I bunk his speech and lecture to others and to come to The Toirawal Station.
They all agreed . I told them all, what had happened in the last few days, the Anclodangoor fight, The Alibag night, and every little thing. Finally, I told them I was broken. Swapnil got and came close to me. He has hit me hard . I was amazed for a few minutes. No word was spoken. Remember my words. I warned you at the beginning
myself. She's a good girl. He's like mysister. How dare you make this decision? He loves you so much and you are working as a fool. You sleep with him. Now you need someone more. Okay? Swapnil called. This is not the case. So I have a misunderstanding. I still love it but I need time. A few days. You will never understand. let it be.
I'm leaving. I left and started to walk home. Now I was more worried. I helped me to my friends. However, none. I thought I had a warondikas. But I can't handle it now. By the time I got home , he was constantly calling me . I made a call of notepak. I was more painful than anyone other. However, nobody understood why I was time to
think. My love for him was growing. I wanted to feel the same. Does it like the truth or not? I'm just a few days agonised. I got home. I stopped by looking at my cell because it was constantly ploughing. I have my mascallisoah Checked in i entered my bedroom. I saw two calls from Neha and a call of amit . Ria must have done what I did. I
called Amit back . Hey Qazi... Have you lost your mind? Why are you hurting Riya? He loves you so much. Even love it a lot. Then why are you? Damaging each other? I don't really understand the reason. Justbecousi he's sleeps with someone in Alibag you'll leave him as Amit said I stopped him he said... He did not sleep with any one.
She just rests on her lap on her head. He did not sleep with anyone. Dadaao i get? And who you are is to say that he sleeps with someone. Keep the phone down. I called and said Neha. Neha raised the call, she was crying. I asked him what was wrong with him. It did not think he had a fight. When I called him , Amit did not talk about it .
Riya said amit . He was crying badly. He told him everything that happened to Bait-vaas and you. We were in Grant Lane when Ria called and told her everything. Amit was quite des tourbad . He ran away and said something to him for about 15 minutes. And he came back , and the small , and the lord I wonder what I said to me. Neha
started crying . How stupid this girl is. What a situation I'm going into and this girl has to talk some sinless thingsto. They were friends. Amit and I were good friends too. We shared a good relationship. He told Riya how much I loved him. He was saying the same to me. I didn't answer Neha. I call The Capital. It did not seem important to
me. It was not a big problem. Amit goes away and talk to Vathaheria. What is wrong with this? I wished neha was before me . I'll kill him. A recuse. I have received a call from Riya. I picked up the call. He didn't say a word. He was crying and crying . I didn't put the phone down. It's been an insult to him. He was not able to talk. I was
disappointed. She used to play our songs . I was listening to it. It brought tears to my eyes. It was the song we sing for each other . The same song we used to kiss each other on, value each other. But with the same song game today, we were crying. I wanted to kill myself. I bear this parsa. I requested Rea to stop crying. But he didn't. I
had to put the phone down. Sahicallalad I didn't pick up. I took a message from him saying good goodbye. Enforce tears down. I weep. Just when you thought the dam you had built around your heart bay would hold the pain on the foldhold strong to keep... This is a leak emerging. Eat food in pieces of pain until it is torn... And your
essavery has nothing more than the fountains of bitter tears that are a sleep of all the emotions you leave from the empty Holovanad... Secluded... In. And surprisingly enough, I knew it was all going on. But nobody told me it could do a lot of damage. My heart is unto you. I could not bear it any more. I picked up the phone and called it.
See the talygobeandsleep. I'm looking at the... I called and called. I could not sing any more. Sahikantanid with song. We were crying for the whole night. We could not speak a word. I'm sorry for her We were again. End of We enjoyed each day after being together again. Amit Andaniya got close to us. Amit got closer to me . We often
used to call each other. I liked him as a friend. He used to ask me about my relationship and what was going on. I was very helped. Qazi tomorrow we have to go to The Rathananagara for a few days. Some important work you need to be there. So inform your class professor. Mom told me I was leaving for class. It was the week. I was a
math class in Erwal. We were four each other as well as With Swapnil. Seangria and me again, Swapnil seemed to be happy. They used to take great care for Riya. He is apologasedto for me to shave. I was sitting in addition to Riya in creating class the movement of the wicked hand on it the table Dressounder. He was preventing me
from laughing and laughing. We were happy together . It felt good to be back with it. I wanted to study seriously, I want to attend lectures regularly, and to read daily. He said : And all these things are unto you . I could not do that without Riya. I got educated for it. I attended the lecture for him. I remembered a lot in that period. We came
back again . This time my love had no limit. I loved it. As the class ended, I told Riya that I was leaving for The Robertanagara and would be back in a few days. He was hearing it from his face falling . I kissed him on my own rector and told him how much I loved him. I'll miss you so much. If Dad had not been there, I could have told you
that we come with it. love you. You remember. I said hold his hands firmly. We spend some time with each other and I left for home. I left early the next morning. I had left her age that she stayed. He did not respond. They must go to sleep. John, i'll take me back 4 days. I remember a lot. Keep my ingot kissed. love you. I also remember
I'm pyam at his age. I got no response. After a while I got the answer. 4 days it seemed too much to live without him. I was not able to focus on anything. I wantedto back home. I wanted to look into Ria's eyes. I wanted to feel it touched. I wanted to make more than one. I wanted to hear her voice. I called him 2 or 3 times but he didn't pick
up the call. Where I was living was not good network coverage. It was modified. Maybe he didn't call me back. I received a few messages from him. However, no call. I was really missing a lot of it. The work was almost done. It was our last day in The Rathananagara.... When our song comes on the radio, I can't help thinking about you
and I start crying. When I go back at night, I'm crying because I miss you so much. John I need you. I'm not here. I want. It's been 4 days and it feels like four weeks. I love you so much. Now I'm leaving. Iwill will be back in the morning. I hope you're also encouraged to see me. I wanted to be with him. But he was miles away. I wish he
could call me, who would Better. If I can hear his voice, nothing will be pretty. But I could not complain. I didn't have your proper network coverage. I got home in the morning. I'm asleep for 3 hours. As I got it, I said Ria. But he did not choose mycall. I tried again. He still did not pick it up. I tried messaging him that I went back and wanted
to metahar but still didn't have the answer. I was scared. What happened? He made me call and without him, I got to Erwal so I could tell him I was just in Erwal. I could not wait to see his face. I wantedto see his smile. I fired my aqtawa at almost full speed and reached Erwal. I called him again. Stolano answer. I didn't say to go to college
today. Maybe he was in college. I was straight into Tahekolliga. I looked for it everywhere but I could not find it. I called Swapnil. Have you seen Riya? Did he come to college? don't. They did not come to college today. He was not there yesterday. He just came to Monber and Tuesday. What happened to a problem? Swapnil asked me. a
few. Nothing serious. I'm trying to contact him. But he's not picking up my call. No uncopying of my messages. So, I thought he must be in college. That's okay. I put the phone down and called it again. He picked up my call. Where are you? He asked me very softly. I'm just in Mumbai and now I'm in Erwal. I've been trying to call you for a
long time. Do you have the right? I asked him a loud voice. I am in a lecture. You came straight to college. When are you coming? I'll meet you after college. I'm practical. Sorry. God hafiz put this phone down. I was amazed to hear what he said . I was in college a few minutes ago. I looked for everywhere. I checked her classroom too and
confirmed it. Why was he lying to me ? I was confused. Once again I called Swapnil. Swapnil, are you sure Riya is not in college? Did you check in the lecture? He must be in class. Not confirming attred, he is not in college. I was present for the last lecture. He was not there. I thought he bewith you. Swapnil said. He told me he's in a
lecture. He has the practices and he will meet me in the evening. I said that in The Lusser. He will be joked for sure. Maybe you have some surprises to come back. He called. This could be a possibility. He must plan a surprise for me. I was not with him for the day. I've encouraged him on how it must be. Maybe some special
arrangements at home or restaurant. Itcould also be Itcoold. I called Neha. They will become aware of these things . Hey Neha, how are you? Where is my life? I want to see her smile. What is being planned? On The Abag It is . I asked him . Shankar, I want to see you now. where are you? Come close to seconds 19. It's immediately.
Neha answered. Okay. Wonder in second 19. Wonderful. I am coming to the right. I'll come soon 5 minutes. I was encouraged. Take my life too, I put the phone down and reached second 19. There was no neha . When they arrived I was about to call him. She was the only one. My eyes are looking for Rea . He was nothery. I asked Neha
about it. He started crying. I asked him what the matter was. Amit is to avoid me for a few days . He does not treat me well . From the day I showed him in Grant Lane when Ria called him, he's not well treated to me. I'm afraid I could lose it. Please do something. They'll hear you. Please. I wanted to meet Riya intensely and Neha was
telling me to talk to Amit. This means neha did something notakanao about surprise. She was crying a lot . I could not see how to cry like this. I callit him. He didn't take the call. I call her age back to me as she is free. I asked Neha about Riya. I don't know where he is. I didn't meet him after i got to The Robertanagara. I didn't call him too. I
was not in the mood to talk to him. I was just at home. But you please talk with Amit. Please. He's Credaaan. I could and left it. I promised him That I would talk to Amit and want to treat him well. But even he was not picking up the call. No one knew where Riya was. I called him again. His cell was Swatchadovf. I was scared. I could not
think of anything and called her house and said to Neha. Neha told me that her mother picked up the call and said Riya was in college. Now it was extraordinary. Riya was notin college. Where can he be? I went home. I was very upset with what had happened. I re-aged him. Where are you? I'm standing. Please reply. What happened to
you? I'm sorry if I'm wrong, Dadsomethong. However, please reply. I got the answer at the end... I'm with my lover. ha ha... I knew it was a joke. She was laughing at the end of the message. I even answered. So how's your new premium? Is he as hot as me? I receive the message. It was Riya. Ya he's hot. He's a specialist school. I
kissed him. I answered. Oh seriously. Wonderful. So you must be happy now. You got someone better than me. Congratulations. You? 1 Message recived.it I had to grow with him in Grant Lane. Yeah, I got no better than you. He is sweet and does not give you rheasonsala. I answered. Stop knowing the joke. Now it's painful. I want to
meet you. where are you? I'm Arawal. 1 Message Rekaad I'm coming. It was Riya. I told you I'm in Grant Lane with him. See you tomorrow morning. I'll give you a big surprise. I answered. Wah. I knew it. thanks a lot. Even I'll give you a little I'll be surprised. miss you. I'll be eroltomorravo in the morning at 10am. Then we will decide
whether to attend college or not. Good night. Massiaoo is the pyare from you. Mawah...... I was waiting for the next morning. . I was eager to meet my beloved after about a week. Ithad never happened before. I always saw it. The least seen is his smile every day. This is For The Last 1 Year For The Forastamy... I decided to take
chocolate for it and have a security card that you remember. I have the best card toocthi available in the shop. He said... I want to be in your weapons where you keep me tight and never let you go.... I may be away but... Even when we are too much... Distance can never change, love between us... I love you in my heart.... Always love
you.... I reached Erwal and met him. I hugged him immediately. I was about to kiss her whoaans and pushed me away. I was surprised to see his attitude. He had never pushed him whenever or wherever I kissed him or hugged him. I asked him what happened to him. Now I have a lover. Please don't do all these things... I was shocked.
What was he saying? Was he still a joke? I asked him who he is? Are you serious? Yes, I am serious. I called you here to tell you this. I could not handle it. I immediately started crying I took my cellphone and called Swapfil. He didn't pick up the phone. He may be in a lecture. I called Samir. He picked up the call. I told him that The
Whoatra was saying this. And do not cry . Stop crying . Please. First listen to it and then call me. Just say kim whatishi. Sameer said, And put the phone down. I could not stop crying. I thought he was purposed. Yet I asked her the name of her new lover. He said. You want to know the names of your new lover. He is better than you. He
cares about my bait than you. Also, the most important thing is that he loves me more than you. He never gave the mamrisansins in the last 5 days. I like it. I asked him, is that the reason why you were not picking up my call and when I was away I was not answered? You remembered me.? I didn't miss you at all. He was always with me .
I tried to call you a lot of times. But you didn't bother. You want to know his name? Rhea said and had a smile. Maybe I didn't have to show me Worthaov. His name is Amit . I like it. Maybe love it. He proposed to me back a few days. I accepted it back 2 days. We both like each other. I'm sorry... You hurt me a lot. And God hafiz! He left. I
stood there alone with a security card in my hands and chocolate. I said, Amit asked him what was the truth . Yes, we are in a relationship. I don't think I need to tell you anything. And God hafiz! In his words, He was the name that came to my life and all the joy of the people of Follovadalong. The day I met you I decided it could be just
you. I had never experienced what Trelowy did. There were a few okkasasans when I liked some people Was, but I never loved anyone. So my first love was . Why did I feel people go crazy in love after I met you. 14th November, When We suggested to me on November 16th, when we first went to our first kiss, our first kiss, our first one,
our forestovic on our body. The sweet moments in the main garden, in which we spent at the same time, our engagement, our wedding, every day, every minute, every second it was everything on my mind, it was just in my heart. It was a dream come true. However, as the day passed I witnessed some sudden changes in you. They were
so hard to believe thatI can't ignore them. You suddenly started drinking beer. Suddenly the study became more import-ant to you. You saved me. I never thought my dream man would behave like this. I'd ignore the neurthooghit Mr. Perfect me. I never felt i lost my romantic Aadi who had gone to her knees for me, who went to her knee to
present to me. Every moment glow. I never saw my good friends in college as I love my company. Suddenly you went away from me. I was all alone college alone. There was no one to share my feelings with me. I told Swapnil and Anup but I never wanted to hurt your friendship with them as i did. It made me more alone. I went deepinto
my skills. You never saw it all. First you can ignore your heart used to understand every little need of my buthow? How? From that day you ignored my calls. Remember? I think more than 20 calls. Right? I'm awake for the whole night. I wanted to talk to you. I want to tell you some things I can't do. Ask Aqlad Amit what was wrong with
you. His call was busy. He was talking to Neha . He's either Calladamy after an hour. I told him about you. I told him about my problems so that they could understand it. He could talk about Neha's problems. He had expressed this feeling to him. I could not understand how it would harm our friendship. Maybe he just wanted to shed.
Shed.
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